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Sikorsky’s new S-92
variants—the S-92A+
retrofit upgrade and
new-production S-92B—
will have updated flight
computing technology and
main gearbox, as well as
an optional engine that
improves hot-and-high
performance. The B model
will also have larger cabin
windows, a common
cabin door for offshore
and search and rescue
missions, and titanium
side frames for a stronger
airframe, said Sikorsky v-p
of oil and gas David Martin.

Mission possible for new S-92s
by Jerry Siebenmark
Sikorsky is launching two new variants of its
S-92 heavy twin this morning at Heli-Expo
2019—the S-92A+, an upgrade package for
in-service S-92s, and new-production S-92B.
Both promise better operating costs and
greater reliability and mission flexibility, the
Lockheed Martin subsidiary said.
“Our S-92 has set the standard for modern
helicopters, and we’re excited with these
changes that will ensure it remains so,” said
Audrey Brady, Sikorsky v-p of commercial systems and services. “Reliability means safety.
Reliability means economics. With these
updates and an unmatched cabin size and
capacity, our customers will see an economic
benefit demonstrating that the S-92 is the
best choice in helicopter missions near or far.”
These updates will include new flight computing technology and main gearbox, as well
as an interior common to search and rescue (SAR) and offshore operations and an
optional engine that improves hot-and-high
performance. The only differences between
the variants will be found on the S-92B, which
will have larger cabin windows and a common
cabin door for offshore and SAR missions and

titanium side frames for a stronger airframe.
Both types will share Sikorsky’s phase one
Matrix advanced flight computing hardware
and software. The Matrix platform enables
other new Sikorsky technology such as Rig
Approach 2.0 and SuperSearch. For offshore missions, Rig Approach permits the

helicopter to fly a mission profile to within
a quarter mile of the heli-deck on an oil rig.
David Martin, v-p oil and gas, told AIN that
Rig Approach is on a development path “that
ultimately could result in technology that
allows automated landing on the heli-decks,
continues on page 34

Honeywell curbs helo forecast
Honeywell Aerospace is forecasting 4,000
new turbine helicopter deliveries over the
next five years, according to the company’s
21st annual Turbine-Powered Civil Helicopter Purchase Outlook released on the eve of
Heli-Expo 2019. This is down 200 helicopters from its forecast last year.
The latest outlook’s worldwide purchase
plan rate is 15 percent, down 3.5 percent
from last year, largely affected by economic
and political uncertainty in some parts of the
world, Honeywell said. Its forecast is based
on a recent worldwide survey of more than

1,000 chief pilots and flight department managers of companies operating 3,334 turbine
and 321 piston helicopters.
Still, the Phoenix-based supplier of aircraft engines, avionics, and cabin systems
expects an annual helicopter delivery growth
rate of between 3 and 4 percent from 2019 to
2023. In the first three years, that rate will
be driven by new helicopter models coming to market, followed by more favorable
exchange rates and higher oil prices in the
last two years.
continues on page 38
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Leonardo Helicopters cites
a big uptick in sales, profits
by Mark Huber
Leonardo Helicopters managing director
“When I took over 18 months ago, it was
Gian Piero Cutillo is confident the air- a difficult time and I really have to thank
framer will achieve its goal of double-digit my team for what we have achieved. We
profitability by 2020 based on last year’s have made so many changes and we have
results. While the company cannot achieved all of our targets in terms of orders,
reveal specifics until it publicly releases
deliveries, revenues, and profitability,”
its annual financial report on March 14, Cutillo said. He attributed the improved
Cutillo told AIN in an interview last week results in large part to “making progress
that its 2018 helicopter deliveries were on meeting customer requirements.”
substantially higher than the 149 handed
He said this is particularly true in the
over in 2017, while order intake was also
downtrodden offshore energy market.
much higher.
“When the market is shrinking, our products
Additionally, he noted that Leon- are more resilient than other products.”
ardo had 40 percent market share (by
Cutillo pointed to major sales successes
value) in 2018 versus nearly 33 percent over the last year as evidence of the marin 2017, continuing a growth trajectory ket’s appetite for the company’s products
that began in 2012. Cutillo said Leon- and proof “we are considered reliable in
ardo has captured 40 percent of the VIP the industry.” These include a $3.4 billion
multi-engine market and that its North order for 28 NH90s from Qatar; $2.4 bilAmerican fleet had more than doubled lion order for 84 MH-139s from the U.S. Air
in the last decade, from just more than Force; $315 million order for 22 AW169Ms
200 to 450 helicopters. Notably, he said, from Italy’s Guardia di Finanza; and orders
Leonardo has ranked first in the U.S. for from energy exploration support customcivil helicopter billings for the second ers in Russia, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia for
year in a row. “I think we are on the AW189s, AW169s, and AW139s.
right path. Both civil and military sales
“We have focused on agility, flexibility
have grown,” he added.
in manufacturing, response time, and

AW609

Assembly of first production AW609
civil tiltrotor just weeks away
Production of the airframe sections of
the first production AW609 civil tiltrotor is
under way, with assembly to follow “in the
next few weeks” at Leonardo Helicopters’
plant in Philadelphia, the company told
AIN. This will be followed shortly by a second production aircraft, it added.
Leonardo is also building a new training
academy in Philadelphia that will support
the AW609 with a full-flight simulator and
maintenance trainer. That academy is
expected to come online early next year.
The company is expected to release
more details on the status of the aircraft’s
order book, pricing, and available options
this week at Heli-Expo in Atlanta. But
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Leonardo said ahead of the show that the
AW609 flight-test program has amassed
more than 1,400 hours. Two test aircraft are
currently flying—AC1 is in Italy and being
used primarily for load level survey certification flights, while AC3 is in Philadelphia
and focused on engine performance certification flights. AC2 was lost in a 2015 fatal
crash during high-speed dive testing in Italy,
the result of problems related to the control
laws of the aircraft’s fly-by-wire system.
Meanwhile, AC4 is being assembled in
Philadelphia and will fly later this year. It
will be equipped with the standard Rockwell Collins Fusion cockpit and used for
in-flight avionics testing.
M.H.
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level of quality in response to custom- maintenance and flight training center
ers,” Cutillo said. Regarding the latter, he in Philadelphia that will include simulanoted, “It is something we are focusing tors for the AW139, AW169, and AW609.
on in the near future. It is important for “Training is extremely important and we
our presence in the United States and we want to do more,” Cutillo said.
want to improve on it. Our North AmerConcurrent with improving customer
ican fleet has more than doubled so we support and training, Leonardo is workmust do more on customer support. It is ing at developing a global real-time health
really mandatory for us.”
and usage monitoring system (HUMS) for
In February, Leonardo opened a new all of its helicopters. “Managed data is
parts distribution center, warehouse, and the future,” said Cutillo. “We are pushing
blade repair center in Broussard, Louisi- hard on digitalization. There are material
ana, and early next year it will open a new benefits for the customer.”
Meanwhile, Cutillo said Leonardo
should finish the Aneto 1k engine
upgrade program for the AW189 this
year and is working hard to complete
certification of the AW609 civil tiltroLeonardo
tor program. He said the AW609 could
potentially have future military appliHelicopters
cations including for the U.S. FARA
managing
(Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft)
director Gian
program and potentially as a trainer for
Piero Cutillo
the V-22 tiltrotor.
Though Leonardo is working on electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
(eVTOL) designs, Cutillo said it is too early
to formally discuss it. “We are working on it,
we continue to invest in it, but it is too early
for us to make an announcement.”
n

Managed data is
the future. We’re
pushing hard on
digitalization.”

Fatal helo accident rate up,
overall mishap rate steady
The fatal helicopter accident rate has progressively increased over the last three
years—from 0.54 per 100,000 flight hours
in 2016 to 0.6 in 2017 to 0.72 in 2018—
according to data released by U.S. Helicopter Safety Team (USHST) on Monday
at Heli-Expo 2019. Year to date, the rate
is 0.4 per 100,000 flight hours. To achieve
the safety organization’s goal of reducing
the overall helicopter fatal accident rate
by 20 percent by 2020, the cumulative
average rate would need to measure 0.61
per 100,000 hours.
Likewise, the number of fatalities per
100,000 hours jumped from 1.02 in 2017
to 1.64 in 2018. However, the overall accident rate has held fairly steady over the
last three years, declining slightly from
3.67 per 100,000 flight hours in 2016 to
3.62 in 2018. Year to date, it is running 2.61.
USHST attributed the rise in fatal accidents over the past three years in large
part to accidents associated with non-essential low-altitude operations in which
helicopters encountered obstacles. A
causation comparison of fatal accidents
between the baseline period 2009 and
2013 and then in 2018 showed that loss
of control accounted for 18 percent in
the baseline and 13 percent in 2018; inadvertent IMC encounters accounted for 17
percent in the baseline and 4 percent in
2018; and elective low-altitude operations
at altitudes not dictated by the mission
accounted for 15 percent of the accidents

in the baseline period and 33 percent in
2018. The “other causes” category held
steady at 50 percent for both the baseline
and 2018 periods.
Of particular interest was the dramatic
drop in fatal accidents in 2018 among professional operators in industries that have
targeted safety training and that have
begun to use flight simulators. “These
groups are getting the best training and
we’re seeing the results from this,” said
the FAA’s Lee Roskop, a USHST committee co-chair.
The number of fatal helicopter air
ambulance accidents as a percentage
of the total dropped from 15 percent in
the baseline period to 4 percent in 2018,
while commercial operations went from
12 percent to 4 percent and aerial applications from 10 percent to 4 percent.
What were notable were the categories where the fatal rates increased—
personal/private flying and utilities/
construction/patrol.
This was evident in the data—the
percentage of fatal private accidents
increased from 22 percent to 29 percent
in the comparable periods and that for
utility accidents surged from 7 percent
to 25 percent. The latter category, while
commercial operators, are more prone to
be small businesses. “People flying themselves are not always engaged in the most
robust safety system,” said Roskop. “It’s
a huge challenge for us.”
M.H.

Bristow promotes
Miller to CEO
Helicopter services company Bristow
Group has promoted L. Don Miller to
president and CEO and appointed him
as a member of the board of directors
late last week. Miller, who previously
served as the company’s senior v-p
and CFO, replaces Thomas Amonett, executive vice chairman of Bristow Group’s board of directors, who
served as interim president following
the announced retirement of previous
president and CEO Jonathan Baliff late
last year. Baliff officially left the company Thursday, but will remain a paid
consultant for the next four months.
Miller joined Bristow Group in 2010
and has held several leadership positions within the company’s finance
and strategy functions, including vice
president of mergers, acquisitions,
and integration. “As we continue to
navigate through challenging times,
Don’s steady hand will provide important and needed continuity,” said Tom
Knudson, director and chairman of Bristow Group’s board of directors.
Miller is being replaced as CFO and
senior v-p by Brian Allman, who was
previously vice president and chief
accounting officer for Bristow, and will
continue as Bristow’s chief accounting
officer. Allman joined Bristow in 2006
as director of financial reporting.
“While leading our global accounting
and tax team, Brian played an important role in our recent financings and
is fully integrated with our investor
relations, internal audit, and financial
forecasting and modeling functions,”
said Miller.
M.H.

Bell is seeking IFR approval for its 407 light single.

Bell working on an IFR 407; finishing 525
by Mark Huber
of White House directives to the Pentagon to “buy American.”
Meanwhile, Snyder said Bell’s current new high-profile military program,
the V-280 third-generation tiltrotor, has
exceeded 280 knots in forward flight,
achieved more than 100 flight hours, and
shown “good acceleration” in pitch, roll,
and yaw. He expressed confidence that the
Army would continue funding for the Joint
Multi-Role Technology Demonstrator
(JMR-TD) program, for which the V-280 is
a candidate, when it runs out later this year.
Bell’s other major new rotorcraft program, the civil 525 Relentless super-medium twin, is also progressing well, Snyder
said, noting that two aircraft are currently
in cold-weather testing in Yellowknife,
Canada, and another flying heavy snow

HAI

Bell plans to offer its 407 long single for
the Navy’s THXX helicopter trainer competition and held out the possibility that it
might offer its 429 light twin as an option
as well. On Friday, Bell CEO Mitch Snyder
said the company was working with the
FAA on gaining IFR certification for the
407 by August.
Snyder pointed out that Bell is the current legacy provider of training aircraft
for the Navy with the TH57 and that,
beyond the Navy contract, gaining IFR
certification for the 407 offers the company advantages in the air ambulance,
offshore, and law enforcement markets.
Although the 407 is currently assembled
at Bell’s Mirabel, Canada plant, Snyder
said most of its components are of U.S.
origin and therefore should not run afoul

Georgia’s Department of Public Safety operates 15 helicopters, including this Bell 429, on
multiple missions, including marijuana suppression, for which it has won an HAI award.

testing in Rome, New York. Currently, four
525 aircraft are in flight testing and have
accumulated 1,000 hours. The FAA joined
the flight-test program in November.
A fifth test ship has been fitted with
a production interior and is undergoing
ground tests at Bell’s Amarillo production
facility. “It’s going to start flying pretty
quick and we plan to have all test aircraft
flying for the remainder of the year,” Snyder said. “We’re still driving to certify the
525 by the end of the year.”
Bell has seen “tremendous interest” in
the 525, he said, but declined to discuss
the order book for the helicopter beyond
saying, “We’re just kind of keeping that
to ourselves.”
Overall, Snyder said Bell saw “a little law enforcement. “The segments we operbounce in the commercial market” last ate in and the aircraft that we have we’ve
year, noting that the company posted a seen strong demand for those aircraft. The
44 percent increase in commercial aircraft market for us is still increasing,” he said.
deliveries in 2018 over 2017 levels. HowThis week at Heli-Expo, Bell is displayever, most of that was accounted for by ing a Georgia State Police 429, a mockup of
the delivery of 116 of Bell’s Model 505 light its Nexus urban air taxi, and two models of
singles. “Customers love it,” Snyder said. its proposed Autonomous Pod Transport
He declined to say if 2019 deliveries of (APT) UAVs. Snyder said automated ver505s would match 2018 levels, but said
tical takeoff and landing aircraft (VTOL)
deliveries of the aircraft are expanding are “are a lot closer than people think,” but
to a wider clientele that includes law acknowledges myriad challenges facing
enforcement and electronic newsgath- this new generation of aircraft, including
ering (ENG). He noted that the second “working with the urban infrastructure.”
law-enforcement-kitted 505 was recently
“Urban air mobility is very complex,”
delivered to the Stockton, California Snyder warned, but said the benefits
police department and that the first ENG- therefrom offer a “step function” change
equipped 505 was ordered by a customer in terms of convenience and cost savings
in Houston. Meanwhile, the company compared to traditional rotorcraft. With
recently completed high/hot testing of the Nexus “you’re going to see a cabin size
the 505 in Nepal and the in-service fleet similar to a 429 with very low operating
recently exceeded 13,000 hours.
costs” Snyder said, thanks to the aircraft’s
Snyder expects to see an uptick in the single-engine, electric-hybrid propulsion
delivery of Bell’s other civil models this
system. “We’re working on lots of cool
year, including the 429 light twin, across products; new clean-sheet designs and
a broad spectrum of customers including ways to upgrade the aircraft we have in
near-shore oil-and-gas, air ambulance, and production today.”
n
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Due to weather concerns, Kopter has shifted flight testing from Switzerland to southern Sicily.

Kopter finalizing SH09 specs
by Rick Adams
Kopter (Booth B4016) expects its flighttest team to be ensconced this month at
the southern tip of Sicily in Pozzalo, Italy.
The push is on to finalize the design of its
new SH09 single-engine, large-cabin helicopter targeted for the air medical, rescue,
law enforcement, utility, and passenger
transport market segments. According to
Kopter CEO Andreas Löwenstein, “Pozzalo is probably the spot in Europe where
they have the best and most stable weather
conditions,” as well as “a very good airport
and air traffic management infrastructure
for flight testing a helicopter.”
The weather conditions around
Kopter’s Mollis, Switzerland production
facility can be capricious, including snow,
fog, and wind. “Conditions here do not
allow us to have a dense and well-planned
flight sequence,” lamented Löwenstein.
“Some months you can fly 10 percent of
what you plan. We cannot go to certification on this path.”
At the end of last month, Kopter’s third
prototype (P3) completed more than 50
hours of flight testing, including achieving
a speed of 126 knots—the eventual cruise

target is 140—and an altitude of more
than 5,000 feet. “We feel that the aircraft
is behaving very well, so it’s a good confirmation of the expected performance,”
Löwenstein told AIN.
“We are quite confident that most of
the configurations will stay stable now, so
we are already starting to build the longlead components for [pre-series] PS4,” he
added. By late summer, PS4, representing
the design freeze version, will join the test
program. It will have a larger cabin capable of carrying an additional eighth passenger as a result of a redesign of the fuel
tank system. “We are planning for several
hundred flights,” Löwenstein said.
By the end of this year, PS5, a clone of
PS4, will be produced for the extreme
weather portion of certification testing,
including cold-weather regions (likely
Alaska). Kopter is working with both EASA
and the FAA toward early 2020 certification, which Löwenstein acknowledged
is “not so easy to predict.” He promised
initial customer deliveries in late 2020
against a “committed order book” of 65
aircraft and nearly 100 letters of intent.

New Airbus H145 to have
five-blade rotor, Fadec
by Mark Huber
Airbus Helicopters is introducing an
give the H145 an increased useful load of
upgraded version of its H145 twin this 330 pounds and boost maximum takeoff
week at Heli-Expo 2019. Scheduled for weight to 8,377 pounds. Airbus HelicopEASA certification in early 2020, the
ters CEO Bruno Even said the improveimproved model will feature a new five- ments emanated from customer feedback
blade, bearingless main rotor system; two “over the years about the aircraft.” DelivSafran Arriel 2E engines with Fadec; four- eries will begin later in 2020, he said, addaxis autopilot with the Helionix digital ing that the upgrade will be offered as a
avionics suite; and an integrated wireless retrofit for legacy H145 aircraft.
airborne communication system (wACS).
The new rotor system provides a useCumulatively, the improvements will ful load equivalent to the H145’s empty
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weight, reduces maintenance requirements,
improves reliability, and shrinks overall
rotor disk diameter, allowing the aircraft to
operate in more confined areas. The wACS
wireless communications system will facilitate real-time data transmission from the
helicopter facilitating live health and usage
monitoring. Airbus Helicopters is displaying the H145 at its booth (C305).
n

Kopter believes the SH09’s spacious
cabin, large sliding doors, and flat floor
for “quick interchangeability of mission
layouts” will help the helicopter compete
against not only single-engine models “but
in some not totally marginal cases, we will
equally address twin markets,” Löwenstein
said. “People have twin-engine helicopters
because they need bigger cabins; we have
the cabin but at single-engine cost.”
The SH09 “has been laid out in a manner that will allow us to address five or six
of the main subsegments that are steadily
growing and where you have a tremendous replacement need in the coming
years,” noted Löwenstein. “We have in
mind from the beginning to address all
these markets with the corresponding
mission equipment. We will not come
with a naked helicopter.”
Mission equipment to be offered will
include special doors, flotation, cargo
ropes, and a flat floor that permits quick
cabin conversion from utility to passenger transport or from transport to medical, “basically taking minutes to change
the configuration of the aircraft.”
“When you see it with the eyes of the EMS
operator, it is the ideal EMS vehicle. When
you see it with the eyes of a law enforcement team, it is the ideal law enforcement
helicopter. When you put passengers into
it for tourism. it’s the ideal tourism helicopter,” the Swiss executive stated.
True to its upstart spirit, Kopter has
selected a non-traditional approach to
training for the SH09—VR Motion (HAI
Booth B3831), a relatively new virtual reality
company. “When you come into the market with a quite sophisticated single-engine helicopter, you must be obsessed by
safety,” Löwenstein told AIN. “We do not
have a track record in terms of reliability
and safety so we will emphasize from the
beginning our pilots must be well trained.”
He called VR Motion “a very innovative
company bringing new technology to the
market; this is a very good means with reasonable cost to have outstanding pilots flying
our aircraft.” Kopter plans to have its own
pilot and maintenance training organization.
VR Motion CEO Fabi Riesen thinks
virtual reality technology “is going to
change the simulator market.” The small
northeastern Switzerland company began
experimenting with VR in 2013 and kicked
into higher gear two years later, expanding their engineering team in collaboration
with HSR University in Rapperswil. Its
new product combines a VR headset with
high-resolution graphics and a motion
platform. The company produced a “marketing mockup” trainer for Kopter’s HeliExpo exhibit in less than a month.
Löwenstein said Kopter, which
rebranded a year ago from the original
Marenco Swiss Helicopter name, should
no longer be regarded as an engineering
startup. It currently has 300 employees
and expects to add another 100 this year.
“We have to set up the product support
organization, logistics, training—everything that is necessary to deliver service
and operate helicopters.”
n

Saving Lives.
Anytime, Anywhere.

Leonardo Helicopters provide unique, integrated and affordable products to
the global healthcare delivery system; delivering state-of-the-art tools to save
lives; anytime, anywhere.
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Honeywell fully on board
with hybrid engine, eVTOL
by Jerry Siebenmark
Honeywell Aerospace (Booth C3107) is
bullish on civil vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft and electric engines,
a theme that will manifest itself at HeliExpo where the company will have on
public display for the first time the
hybrid-electric engine that will power the
first generation of VTOL aircraft.
And the way those officials see it,
electric-powered VTOL aircraft are a
big part of the Phoenix, Arizona-based
company’s future.
Honeywell’s hybrid powerplant is an
electrified version of its 1,100-shaft horsepower (shp) HTS900 gas turbine engine
that can be found on Kopter’s (B4016)
new SH09 light turbine helicopter, as
well as the Eagle Copters Eagle 407HP
conversion that retrofits the Bell 407. “In
regards to urban air mobility, that’s really
the sweet spot [for shp],” Bryan Wood,
who runs the hybrid propulsion division
for Honeywell Aerospace’s engines and
power systems group, told AIN. “This is
an engine that we’ve decided to highlight.
It has a very competitive power density
and specific fuel consumption.” It can
burn conventional or bio-derived jet fuel.

The hybridization of the engine is accomplished with the mounting of a gearbox that
drives a pair of 200-kilowatt generators,
Wood said. “We’re actually able to produce
power from the engine, which then feeds
into the generators, which will then downstream spin motors,” he said. Combined,
the output of the two generators is enough
to power 40 average American homes running air conditioners at their highest setting,
Honeywell said.
The hybrid engine, in tandem with
batteries, will produce 30 to 50 percent
less carbon emissions than the traditional
HTS900 engine. “It’ll be a drastic haircut
to what you’re seeing in regards to carbon
emission output for helicopters today,”
Wood said. “You can put this on a helicopter, but we’re really targeting the new
and evolving VTOL aircraft space.”
XTI’s TriFan 600 is the first airframe
where the HTS900 hybrid will be put to use,
though Wood added there are “other customers as well that we’re very engaged in
conversation with” about using the engine.
Wood said the same electric-generation
setup on the HTS900 could be put on nine
other Honeywell helicopter engines, too.

Genesys Aero IFR cockpit
approved for Metro EC145e
by Mark Huber
Genesys Aerosystems (Booth B8017)
and Metro Aviation (Booth C1023) have
achieved FAA supplemental type certificate (STC) approval for installation of
an IFR-capable flight deck in the Airbus
Helicopters EC145e, including the HeliSAS stability augmentation system with

three-axis autopilot. The new HeliSAS IFR
system is based on Genesys’s VFR HeliSAS but adds more robust hardware and
redundancy.
The EC145e is a lower-cost variant of
the out-of-production EC145C2, a model
similar to the U.S. Army’s UH-72A Lakota

Genesys and Metro Aviation have partnered on an STC that will allow the company to operate
an IFR-capable flight deck in the EC145.
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Honeywell’s first
offering in the
hybrid-electric
space is this
HTS900 gas
turbine engine
equipped with
two, 200-kilowatt
electric
generators
attached to the
gearbox.
Longer term, Honeywell plans to have
“We fully believe that the market is
an all-electric engine that will use batter- going to occur,” McFarlin said. “It will
ies and fuel cells, omitting the gas turbine happen.” A population shift back to cities
completely. “We’re currently working will create mega-city growth and gridlock,
with both battery and motor suppli- enabling the concept of urban air mobility
ers,” he said. “So we’re in the R&D stage. to play out, he added.
We’re doing our best to essentially align
“That excitement within Honeywell is all
our program timeline to that of OEMs.” the way up to the highest levels of HoneyThat would enable Honeywell to have a well’s senior leadership,” McFarlin added.
VTOL electric engine in the 2023 to 2025 “And we are fully committed to this. From my
timeframe, Wood added.
side of the business, we’re off and running.”
At the same time, the company is develUsing hybrid or fully electric engines
oping a fully integrated avionics, flight reduces direct operating costs and aircraft
control, and navigation system for VTOL, noise, “which will then satisfy regulatory
Rolly McFarlin, who works in business
bodies and allow you to fly these vehicles in
development for Honeywell Aerospace’s
mass quantities around dense metropolitan
electric solutions division, told AIN.
cities,” Wood said. “And then you’re able to
McFarlin and Wood said VTOL air- do it in a much safer manner. You’ll have a
craft and the concept of urban air mobil- lot of redundancy in the rotors contained on
ity aren’t some futuristic, pie-in-the-sky these aircraft as opposed to just having one
ideal. They are real, they said.
rotor that exists on a helicopter today.” n

that is still in production. It is built in the single-pilot IFR operations. Key features
same Columbus, Mississippi plant where of the system include: automatic recovery
the Lakota is manufactured. Metro was
to near-level flight at all airspeeds; beep
the first customer for the lighter-weight, trim to select altitude, vertical speed, airlower-cost EC145e when it was launched speed, and heading targets while keeping
by Airbus Helicopters in 2015. It cur- hands on controls; altitude-command and
rently operates its EC145es as VFR-only, altitude-hold functions; fly-through sysenabling a useful load improvement of tem engagement through all flight phases
330 pounds over standard IFR avionics, including start-up and shut-down; reduncompared with the EC145C2. Last year dant flight control computers; fail operMetro placed a $125 million fleet order for able system; full-authority with parallel
25 EC145es with deliveries through 2021. actuators; altitude preselect; two-axis for
At the time Metro said it was developing dual pilot operations; three-axis for single
a new low-cost, lightweight IFR package pilot operations; and no series actuators,
for the 145e with Genesys. “We operate
feel springs, or magnetic breaks. The lightmore EC145s than anyone other than the weight unit weighs less than 35 pounds.
U.S. government,” said Metro CEO Mike
The aircraft fitted with the Genesys
Stanberry, who predicted the availability systems will be delivered by Metro from
of IFR-capable 145es would increase their its facility in Shreveport, Louisiana. Stanpopularity in the air ambulance market.
berry told AIN that he expected deliverThe Genesys IFR package on the 145e ies to begin shortly. “We have helicopters
features four IDU-450 displays in a dual- ready for delivery,” he said.
sided PFD/MFD format with dual redunJamie Luster, Genesys director of sales
dant ADAHRS, dual GPS/FMS, and IFR and marketing, said the new IFR package
certified HeliSAS stability augmentation offers customers a new IFR-capable EC145
system and three-axis autopilot. The Level “for far less than the price of buying a new
A certified IDU-450 weighs 4.5 pounds and IFR-capable helicopter from the factory.”
features high-resolution LCD glass, 3D syn- Luster said the HeliSAS system “delivers
thetic vision, highway-in-the-sky, enhanced more performance at a lighter weight and
HTAWS, integrated FMS, and hover vector. lower cost than anything currently availThe HeliSAS stability and augmentation
able on the market. The ease of use and
system is designed for two-axis (pitch installation allows owners to remove an
and roll) autopilot configuration for dual older obsolete system and upgrade to a
pilot IFR operation and three-axis (pitch, new high-performance SAS and autopilot
roll, and yaw) autopilot configuration for with a new 24-month warranty.”
n

Airbus chases HEMS market
with new medium-twin H160

Airbus and Helisim
top brass wielded
gold shovels,
launching a
new pilot and
maintenance
training center to
be operated by the
Thales-Airbus joint
venture in Grand
Prairie, Texas.

by Mark Huber
Airbus Helicopters is hoping to make
significant inroads into the niche market
for medium twin EMS helicopters with
its new H160, said Ralph Setz, the company’s marketing director for helicopter
EMS (HEMS). Airbus (Booth C305) is
displaying a full-size H160 mockup configured with an EMS cabin at this year’s
Heli-Expo convention.
Setz acknowledges that the current market for medium-sized HEMS twins is relatively skinny at present in the U.S., with only
60 operating currently and about four times
that number worldwide. Nevertheless, Setz
is optimistic when it comes to growing the
segment and making inroads against the
current market leader, the Leonardo AW139.
“We see this segment growing by up to
30 percent. As more hospitals consolidate,
the need to transport patients longer distances will grow, and helicopters flying
those missions will need to carry more
equipment and personnel, and they will
need more space and comfort,” he said.
Setz thinks goals for its dispatch reliability—95 percent at maturity—and reduced
direct operating costs when compared to
medium twins, with maintenance manhours like smaller light twins, will make
a compelling market case. “We are confident we can achieve this,” Setz said of the
dispatch and cost targets. Airbus has yet
to publicly announce a price for the H160.
Setz points out that the H160 is a
strong IFR machine and will have a range
in full EMS livery of at least 400 nm with
reserves, 25 to 30 percent more than
an H145. The H160 is particularly wellsuited for long-distance HEMS missions
because of its 150-knot cruise speed, low
cabin vibration, robust cabin air-conditioning, flat approach angle, easy loading
and unloading, ample artificial and natural cabin lighting, and generous cabin
volume that facilitates 360-degree patient
access, he said. The helicopter’s dual
Safran Arrano engines are also designed
for a two-minute quick start and quick

restarts, features that will expedite dispatches, while the H160’s standard maximum takeoff weight of 12,500 pounds
will enable it to use a majority of hospital
helipads. Setz thinks the eventual market
for HEMS-configured H160s could be as
many as 20 per year into the next decade.
Dynamic components continue to
undergo maturity testing on the company’s “Helicopter Zero” dynamic integration test bed, he said. Pilot training for
the H160 also will be eased as the aircraft
incorporates the familiar Helionix avionics suite on its other aircraft and simulators are being readied. The equipment list
includes a multifunctional adapter plate,
side-loading stretcher system, medical
swiveling seats, jump seat, multifunctional
cabinet with integrated service and control
panel and lighting devices, medical stowage racks, strap-down device with a drawer
for 3x3-liter bottles, and optional incubator.
Airbus began talking to HEMS customers
and suppliers early in the H160’s development to fashion flexible outfitting solutions
that include uniform attach points and
mechanical/electrical interfaces and quickchange cabins, Setz said. Some HEMS cabin
concepts will be able to be changed out in
as little as 30 minutes. As with the H135 and
the H145, Airbus is offering H160 customers the option of integrating EMS cabins
into the initial production build by bringing
suppliers to its production line. Customers
can also opt to have the equipment added
post-production at a completion center.
The quick-change cabin is of particular
appeal to oil-and-gas customers such as
H160 launch customer Babcock, which
plans to use its helicopters in both passenger/utility and EMS roles, Setz said. Airbus
remains on target to certify the H160 in
late 2019, with the three prototype aircraft
already accumulating 1,000 flight hours
and the first pre-production aircraft taking flight late last year. That aircraft was
recently dispatched to Finland for additional cold-weather testing.
n

A large, comfortable cabin and high cruise speed make the H160 a desirable HEMS platform.
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New Helisim training center
under construction in Texas
by Mark Huber
Airbus Helicopters and Helisim broke
ground last month on a $40 million,
23,000-sq-ft helicopter pilot and maintenance crew training center in Grand
Prairie, Texas. Helisim (Booth B4629)
is a joint venture of Thales and Airbus
Helicopters. Christian Cochini, Helisim’s
CEO, said the new facility will “be able to
provide unparalleled training solutions
to North American customers.”
The center will house new Thales Reality
H level D full-motion flight simulators for
the Airbus H145 and H175 twin-engine helicopters. It will also incorporate Airbus Helicopters’ existing training facility—including

its H125/AS350 full-flight simulator and
H135/H145 training device—and eventually
include the simulator for the new H160
twin once that helicopter is certified and
put into production.
“This training center will advance
safety for the thousands of men and
women who operate and fly in our helicopters every day,” said Anthony Baker,
vice president of customer support for
Airbus Helicopters. Airbus expects the
new center to bring several thousand
pilots and maintenance personnel to
Grand Prairie every year, sometimes for
two weeks or more.
n

Airbus Helicopters expands digital support
Airbus Helicopters is accelerating the
digital transformation of its services and
support organization. Over the years,
the Franco-German manufacturer (Booth
C305) has moved toward the use of digital
tools to improve efficiency, said Matthieu
Louvot, executive vice-president support
and services for Airbus Helicopters.
Several more innovations will be highlighted at this year’s Heli-Expo. “This year,
we are introducing new tools where there’s
still paper, such as flight reports or components management,” Louvot explained.
During Heli-Expo, the company is introducing an eLog card, a digital replacement
for the paper cards traditionally used to
manage the components slated for maintenance, repair, or replacement.
Components have a certain life-cycle calculated in flight hours or number of years of
utilization, and sometimes, one component
could be used on two machines. The handmade paper cards are an imprecise way of
management, he said. “With this new solution, traceability and data entry will be much
more accurate and rapid,” said Louvot. On a
heavy helicopter, the operator has to account
for between 300 and 500 main components.
The eLog card builds on another connected solution to manage flight reports,

Fleet Keeper, which was presented
during last year’s Heli-Expo. In the past,
flight reports were filled out by hand
on paper. Airbus has developed maintenance packages to combine its Fleet
Keeper and Fleet Master application
with real-time data-sharing to ease and
strengthen airworthiness and MRO management. Airbus Helicopters further has
launched FlyScan, a predictive algorithm
designed to enhance flight safety and
increase fleet availability.
The digitalization efforts are producing
results. Lithuania’s air force has renewed
its HCare Infinite material management
contract for its fleet of three Dauphin
AS365N3+ search-and-rescue helicopters
after achieving 97 percent average fleet
availability over a three-year period.
“Adding all those new tools, customers
are able to perform predictive maintenance to get a better dispatch rate for their
rotorcraft,” said Louvot.
These attributes are particularly
important for a service organization that
represents 44 percent of Airbus Helicopters’ global revenues. The Airbus Helicopters worldwide fleet comprises more
than 12,000 rotorcraft operated by 3,000
customers in 150 countries.
G. L-B.
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Traxxall sees a big bump in helo business
by Kerry Lynch
Aviation maintenance tracking software
specialist Traxxall (Booth B1029), which
has seen a significant jump in its helicopter
business with operators now in 33 countries,
has been preparing for this growth with

expanded teams that are dedicated to the
helicopter space, said president Mark Steinbeck. The company, which provides customizable, cloud-based maintenances tracking
tools for both fixed-wing and rotorcraft

operators, saw its business increase by 62
percent overall and about as much in its
helicopter business, specifically. “We had
growth in our plans, but not the growth
we’ve had. We have been growing like crazy,”

Steinbeck said of the company that
was founded in 2013.
Traxxall recently opened a new
office in Denver, Colorado, which
joins its headquarters facility in
Montreal, Canada, and offices in
Jacksonville, Florida, and London.
The firm now has 85 employees,
including 11 hired so far this year
primarily in customer support roles.
Steinbeck told AIN he expects that
to increase to 95 this year with the
rotorcraft segment accounting for
more than half of new hires.
This boost comes as Traxxall last
year divided its operations personnel, creating teams that specialize
in the rotorcraft market. The company had always catered to the helicopter segment, Steinbeck said, but
the transition marked the creation
of teams with focused expertise.
“We’ve had growth with both
[fixed-wing and helicopter] teams,
but since the second quarter of last
year, we’ve grown the [helicopter]
teams by about 80 percent,” he said.

A Sophisticated Tool

Historically, the helicopter market
has been reluctant to use services
such as Traxxall’s, he noted. “It’s
not really something [helicopter
operators] used; they’ve typically
tracked maintenance with their
own spreadsheets because the
cost was free.” But operations are
becoming more sophisticated and
the demands on operations are
requiring more sophisticated tools.
“You can do that with a spreadsheet,
but it is tougher,” he said.
This change, along with
increased digitization of maintenance shops, has provided a boost
in Traxxall’s business, Steinbeck
said. And that business has further
benefited from word-of-mouth.
“We’ve found our customers, especially on the helicopter side, have
been our best salespeople.” Likewise, the maintenance centers
have provided a boost because it
has enabled them to better plan.
In addition, the program enables
complete accuracy of component
tracking, Steinbeck said, noting that
some manufacturers have complicated formulas for determining the time of replacement. This
introduces a level of guesswork
when operators’ own spreadsheets
are used and components can get
retired earlier than necessary based
on conservative estimates, he said.
With Traxxall’s program, Steinbeck
added, “You are tracking them 100
percent accurately, getting the maximum life out of your components.”
While Traxxall has seen its
business expand across all sizes of
operators, smaller operators now
account for 25 percent of its helicopter business.
n
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Robinson celebrates 40 yrs
with a retro-liveried R22
by Curt Epstein
This year marks the 40th anniversary of
the certification and first delivery of the
iconic Robinson R22, and the rotorcraft
manufacturer is celebrating that milestone at Heli-Expo. The R22 was the
company’s first offering, and since the
model first went on the market in 1979,
Robinson has produced 4,800 of the light
helicopters and more than 12,600 helicopters in total, making it among the most
prolific civil helicopter airframers. At its
booth (C2615), Robinson is displaying one
of its latest R22s in the same markings as
the original test version, which company
founder Frank Robinson (now chairman
emeritus) flew in 1975.
“We haven’t brought an R22 to the show
in 10 years,” said company president and
CEO Kurt Robinson, “and it happens
to be its 40th birthday, so we thought it
would be fun to go ahead and display one.”
While the outside of this R22 is a throwback to Robinson’s past, the interior will
feature technology undreamed of in 1979,
including the company’s latest option, the

Avidyne IFD 440 GPS/COM, which comes
standard with Wi-Fi and synthetic vision.
The aircraft is also equipped with a pilotside accessory bar designed to support
personal devices, such as iPhones or iPads.
Like the other models in the Robinson line up, it will now also feature the
Garmin 335 GTX transponder with ADS-B
Out and WAAS GPS as standard equipment. “Here’s the big switchover that’s
happening,” Robinson told AIN. “It’s
required in 2020, but…we need to get set,
so we’ve made that changeover on it.”
Also on display from the company is
its flagship, the turbine-powered R66,
equipped with air conditioning, heated
seats, True Blue Power’s lightweight TB-17
lithium-ion battery, and a pilot-side accessory bar. Avionics will includes Garmin’s
10.6-inch G500H 1060 TXi touchscreen
display (with synthetic vision), GTN 750
GPS navigator, and Genesys’s HeliSAS
autopilot. An iPad mounted on the pilotside accessory bar, demonstrates the wireless connection to Garmin avionics.

In a nod back to its very first helicopter, Robinson is displaying one of its most recent R22s in the
paint scheme of the original, from 1979. Since then, the manufacturer has produced 4,800 of the
light piston helicopters.
Representing Robinson’s “middle
range” is an R44 Raven II with Garmin’s
seven-inch G500H 700L TXi (with synthetic vision), GTN 650 GPS navigator,
and Genesys’s HeliSAS autopilot. The
Raven II will also include air conditioning
and the pilot-side accessory bar.
The Torrance, California OEM saw a
slight rise in production year-over-year,
delivering 316 helicopters in 2018, a boost
of 11 from 2017. The U.S. and Australia,
where the R22 is used for cattle mustering, were particularly strong markets for

the company. As production increases,
Robinson expects to boost the company’s
second shift staffing in step.
“I’m optimistic in a lot of ways, because
everywhere we hear there is a pilot shortage, and you can see the demand for
pilots is very high, not just here in the
States, but all over we’re hearing that,”
Robinson said. “I feel that where I’m seeing the demands for pilots, it will translate into aircraft, in particular when you
have the R44 Cadet, which is specifically
a training aircraft.”
n
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Enstrom Helicopter expects to announce enhancements to its 280FX at HAI Heli-Expo 2019.

Enstrom focuses overseas
to build on strong ’18 sales

is even
smarter.

by Jerry Siebenmark
After a few lean years in deliveries, in a region that’s hungry for an alternative
Enstrom Helicopter saw improvements
to their existing fleet of trainers,” Martin
in 2018 and expects to remain on a better said. “We have a few other programs that
footing. According to General Aviation we are working on that we hope to be able
Manufacturers Association shipment data, to announce in 2019.”
Enstrom (Booth B2624) shipped 14 heliThe company was founded in 1957 by
copters through the third quarter of 2018, Rudy Enstrom and over the years has
a significant jump from the five it shipped had multiple owners including Purex,
in the same period in 2017, as well as the
trial attorney F. Lee Bailey, and inven10 in 2016 and six in 2015.
tor Dean Kamen. Its current owner,
“2018 was a good year for Enstrom as we Chongqing (China) Helicopter Investworked through a couple of large military ment, acquired Enstrom in late 2012
training helicopter orders,” Dennis Mar- and a few months later announced a
tin, Enstrom’s director of sales and mar- major expansion to its factory, bringing
keting, told AIN. “One of those will carry the size to 173,000 sq ft. Martin said
into 2019, and we have signed another that doesn’t include a separate R&D
fleet order that will deliver in 2019 as
facility and storage hangar. It currently
well. Combined with other sales, we are employs 130 people, down from a high
looking at a similar number of overall of more than 200 in 2014.
deliveries.”
A year after announcing the factory
In the past few years, Martin said expansion, the company also unveiled
military flight training has been a pri- a new helicopter, the TH180 trainer,
mary market for the Menominee, Mich- for which Martin said Enstrom “firmly
igan-based manufacturer of the piston believes there is a need in the market.”
F-28F and 280FX, along with the turbine But the helicopter—which had an emer480B. “However, we continue to see good gency hard landing during testing in Febsales opportunities in the police, com- ruary 2016—is nearly four years past its
mercial, and private owner markets, and original targeted type certification date.
we’ll be stepping up our efforts in those
Martin said the TH180 continues to
markets in 2019 as we believe there is
undergo certification testing but didn’t
room for growth there,” he said.
offer an anticipated certification date. “It
Enstrom’s recent sales haven’t been is sharing time in our engineering schedconcentrated in specific geographic areas. ule with some other important projects,
North America is underperforming, but so that is slowing the progress a little bit,”
the company is more positive on Europe, he said. “In the meantime, we are taking
Martin said. “That market had been stag- the opportunity to bring some of the new
nant for a while, and it’s nice to see that features developed on the TH180 over to
region responding to some of the updates
the existing 280FX line, and we’ll be introwe’ve done to the aircraft and our market- ducing a few of those at Heli-Expo 2019.”
ing,” he said.
In some ways, the 280FX fills the need
The year promises additional delivery for a training helicopter that is well-
opportunities for Enstrom in areas such
supported by its OEM and has low operas Thailand, where it expects to deliver ating costs, he said. But not everyone
six 480B training helicopters, and in needs the capabilities the 280FX offers,
France, where it will deliver a 280FX to a such as in areas that are hot and high.
flight school there, he said. “It’s our first “The TH180 was designed for operators
new aircraft in France in a number of that didn’t necessarily need that boosted
years and it’s already creating some buzz
performance,” Martin said. 
n
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Conklin & de Decker demos
new helo data products
by Curt Epstein
Aviation industry research firm Conklin
& de Decker is making its first Heli-Expo
appearance since it was acquired by aircraft maintenance program provider JSSI
last spring and installed as a separate unit
within JSSI’s advisory service division.
Conklin is known for its suite of industry
products, including a cost-comparison
tool, aircraft cost evaluator, life-cycle
cost-budgeting program, maintenance
tracking, and state tax guide planning tool.
Since then, the companies have been
working to roll out several upgrades to the
Conklin products. In fact, this week at HeliExpo (Booth C3423), the company is demonstrating the latest version of its aircraft
comparison tool, the Conklin & de Decker
Report. “We really want to get to the point
in the market where before you are willing
to say ‘Yes, I will buy that aircraft,’ you say
‘Show me the Conklin report,’” said Jason
Schwab, president of JSSI Advisory Services.
Those reports have seen improvement
of late in terms of their presentation, noted
Conklin vice president Brandon Battles.
“We’re not just providing data anymore, just
numbers,” he explained. “We’re also providing graphics that accompany those numbers,
so we’re trying to appeal to a larger audience with how we present our information.”

The company is also transitioning from
CD-based delivery of its data to webbased access to provide increased flexibility for its users.
Schwab noted the company has also
improved its MxManager maintenance
tracking program, which is popular among
helicopter operators, through the introduction of new software. It allows users
to track, organize, and control helicopter
maintenance activities and expenses.
“Our philosophy on that was to try to give
those in the maintenance department and
those that manage the labor department
a tool that would help them execute their
processes more efficiently, and also control
and measure the activity within their department,” Schwab told AIN. The company has
been working with its legacy users over the
past year to acclimate them to the new platform, which now features a maintenance
tracking audit log function, and it is now
turning its attention to sales to new users.
“Folks can pay upfront for the software, or
we can work out some kind of payment system, where it’s more like a service fee as they
go through the quarters of the year,” noted
Schwab. “We’re trying to make it flexible so
that not just large operators can just enjoy
this benefit, but also smaller operators that

might not have some of the capital resources
to get into a program like this.”
Battles—who joined Conklin from Bell
Helicopter, where he served as manager
of direct operating cost programs—has
noticed a growing trend among rotorcraft
operators giving increasing scrutiny to
maintenance and operating costs over the
past several years. “Prior to that, a lot of
people were very interested in the acquisition of an aircraft, what it would cost them
to purchase that aircraft, and then you just
kind of got the feeling that the operational
costs weren’t quite as important.”
He suggests that shift might be due to
two factors: the continuing belt-tightening in the industry following the global
economic downturn of the last decade
and the trend of consolidation. “You have
more larger investment-type companies
that have come into our industry,” he

Astronautics nearing finish line for RoadRunner certification
Milwaukee, Wisconsin-based Astronautics
replace five-inch ADI and HSI electromeis nearing supplemental type certificate
chanical units. The unit is embedded with
(STC) approval and has begun pre-produc- increased safety functionality that is found
tion shipments of its RoadRunner drop-in
on modern EFIS, including HTAWS and synreplacement electronic flight
thetic vision. This comes with
instrument (EFI). The Roada “really big weight savings,”
runner EFI line is part of
said Astronautics president
a busy product developChad Cundiff, estimating that
ment effort under way at
it could amount to 15 pounds
Astronautics as it moves to
per flight deck.
expand production to three
One of the key aspects
display families this spring
for the RoadRunner is that
and prepares for the launch
it was designed for ease of
of its next-generation suite.
installation. It comes with a
Anticipating technical standard
wiring adapter harness and
order shortly, Astronautics (Booth
fits into existing slots for elecC2028) recently completed qualtromechanical units. “You are
ity testing on the RoadRunner EFI
not cutting panels or running
and is testing initially for an STC
wires all over the aircraft,”
aboard the Leonardo A109 light The RoadRunner EFI is a Cundiff said, adding that the
twin. STC flight trials, to take place drop-in replacement for installation could take place
in Minneapolis, are anticipated in older ADI and HSI units. in a day or two.
upcoming weeks. The testing will
Astronautics will own the
validate required capabilities for all phases
initial STC on the A109, but already has begun
of flight, including LPV approaches, as well
pre-production shipping to customers and/or
as the display of other functions such as GPS
installation centers for development of STCs
mapping and radar, the company said.
on other aircraft, he said.
Designed to reduce operating and mainThe company has lined up a worldwide
tenance costs, the RoadRunner is made to
network of 16 dealers, some of which will
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be working on STCs. He believes the initial
STCs will involve aircraft such as the Bell 212,
412, and 214, as well as the UH-60L Firehawk.
United Rotorcraft selected the AFI 4700 RoadRunner EFI for two of its Firehawks operated
by the Ventura County Fire Department.
Along with shipping pre-production
units, Astronautics is preparing for full-scale
production with plans to begin shipping
production units this spring to customers.
Simultaneously, Astronautics plans to begin
production of another new display family,
called Ibex, this spring.
In the works but kept under wraps for a
little more than a year, the Ibex displays are
designed for special-mission needs. These
scalable displays will support touchscreen or
bezel button configuration and provide “semismart” functionality. Targeting special-mission
platforms such as fighters and trainers, the
units will be designed for flexibility to adapt
with back-end architecture used to support
the missions.
Cundiff noted that this line builds on Astronautics’s experience with rugged displays that
can operate in multiple environments and at
high altitudes of 70,000 or 80,000 feet.
At the same time, Astronautics is expanding its portfolio of customers for its fully

said citing the EMS market where many
smaller operators have been purchased. “I
think they require that folks understand
their operational costs much better, but
then that’s also tied to the recession.”
While segments such as EMS and aerial
firefighting may be doing well, Battles
believes the rotorcraft industry is still experiencing some headwinds due to the petroleum slump. “So long as oil and gas is still
kind of king, I think it influences the activity in our industry quite a bit,” Battles said.
JSSI is also celebrating a major anniversary this year. “As we celebrate 30 years in
business, our commitment is to harness
three decades of data and experience to
continue to develop digital tools and provide our clients with the data and services
necessary to make fully informed decisions
when purchasing, operating, maintaining,
and selling an aircraft,” said Schwab. n

integrated Badger electronic flight instrument system, with new helicopter customer
announcements anticipated soon. The company recently announced an order from
Lockheed Martin to upgrade primary flight
and navigation displays on the P-3 Orion
Long Range Tracker and Airborne Early
Warning aircraft with four six-by-eight multifunction displays. U.S. Customs and Border
Protection operates these aircraft.
Cundiff said the Badger EFIS fits well with
the special-mission applications because it
provides smart displays certified to helicopter standards with high reliability. Driving part
of that reliability is a passive cooling system,
which “really is doing a great job keeping temperatures under control.” In fact, he noted that
Astronautics has not had an “out of box return”
on the system in the past eight months.
As it increases its portfolio of customers
for the Badger EFIS line, Astronautics is getting ready to launch the third generation.
Details are anticipated in upcoming months,
but Cundiff said it will involve a flexible system with adaptable and scalable technology
that incorporates the latest in graphics and
touchscreen capability. The new system will
have an open-interface architecture while
integrating additional functional and navigation features. Key to the system will be its
smaller size and lighter weight.
K.L.

StandardAero certifies Bell
212 flight deck upgrade
by Curt Epstein
A r i z o n a - b a s e d M R O p r o v i d e r helicopter autopilot system in partnership
StandardAero has received FAA certi- with Thales, having recently completed an
fication on a new glass cockpit upgrade in-depth market study and definition of
for the Bell 212 developed in cooperation design requirements for introduction on
with Alpine Aerotech and Universal Avi- the Airbus AS350 as the initial platform.
onics. Alpine Aerotech, a Bell-approved “Our efforts in the deployment of this light
customer service facility, conducted the helicopter autopilot system are firmly
first installation of this upgrade for an embedded in our overall safety approach
unidentified launch customer.
as part of our Safecraft initiative,” said
The system, available for both VFR and Rick Stine, president of StandardAero
IFR operations, features two of Universal’s Components, Helicopters and Accessories.
EFI-890H advanced flight displays that can The company believes the new system will
be integrated with legacy Honeywell and bring new technological advances to the
Bell autopilot systems, and dual, large-for- light helicopter segment, providing transmat Garmin GTN 750 touchscreen GPS port levels of capabilities and safety.
navcoms with TAWS and ADS-B capabilAs part of that safety initiative, Stanity. The STC also replaces aging and heavy dardAero and Robertson Fuel Systems
Tarsyn gyros with the compact Collins
developed an easily retrofittable crash-
AHC-1000 attitude and heading reference resistant fuel tank (CRFT), based on Robsystem (AHRS).
ertson’s military fuel restraint technology,
“We are excited to bring yet another for AS350 and EC130 helicopters. Since
advanced technological retrofit solution receiving an FAA STC at the end of 2017,
to the market, specifically supporting more than 108 have been delivered to
those operators using the Bell 212 to customers in the continental U.S., Hawaii,
perform important firefighting, search Alaska, Guatemala, and Australia, with the
and rescue, offshore, and utility missions first European customer, Air Zermatt, set
day in and day out,” said Elvis Moniz, to take acceptance this spring.
StandardAero’s v-p of business development for airframes and avionics.
Centers of Excellence
Meanwhile, StandardAero has con- Last year, StandardAero also launched
tinued its development of a new light two centers of excellence aimed at

Heli-One receives approval for S-76B mods
Transport Canada and the Malaysia Department of Civil Aviation have granted STC
approval of a Universal Avionics flight deck
upgrade and a new high-end luxury interior
for a VVIP Sikorsky S-76B that was recently
completed by Richmond, British Columbia-
based Heli-One for a customer in Asia.
The flight deck STC covers three UA EFI890H advanced flight displays and a Universal UNS-1Lw flight management system with
Vision-1 synthetic vision system (SVS). These

units replace legacy analog electronic flight
instruments, thereby increasing operational
capability, reducing aging and reliability
issues, and eliminating the costs of replacing
and maintaining older displays. The STC’d
avionics are also an option for operators of
other S-76 variants, including the A, C, C+,
and C++, who want the “look and feel” of
the S-76D’s avionics for these models.
“There is still a lot of life in these legacy
helicopters,” said Universal Avionics director

StandardAero’s Bell 212 flight deck upgrade features two Universal Avionics EFI-890H displays
and a Garmin GTN 750 GPS navigator, as well as a Collins Aerospace AHRS.
enhancing operational efficiency through
product-centric locations in Canada—
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Langley, British Columbia—and it has noted progress
since then.
“After announcing the establishment of
our Helicopter Centers of Excellence in
May of last year, our transition team immediately embarked on a major transformation of our Winnipeg facility’s Plant 4
location in preparation for the transition of
engine MRO workload,” said Manny Atwal,
v-p of sales, marketing, and business development for the company’s commercial
helicopter services division. “Much work

of technical sales Grady Dees. “With our products and Heli-One’s experienced and capable
team, we now have a cost-effective, reliable
upgrade solution for operators.”
Meanwhile, new interior amenities of
Heli-One’s VVIP Sikorsky S-76B upgrade
include multi-spectral LED lighting so that
passengers can choose various customized light settings via touchscreen displays
in-cabin or iPad. Passengers also have
access to audiovisual entertainment shown
on a 15-inch display in the cabin. And they
can follow the flight’s progress with Flight
Show. Two wall panel displays and a credenza display also provide touchscreen
control of the system, which can also be
controlled via a smartphone/iPad app.
Additional amenities include carbon-
fiber furnishings, leather seats, two external cameras installed on the tail boom, and
noise-canceling headsets with conferencing ability.
“This is our first modernization upgrade
for the S-76,” said Heli-One president Eddie
Lane. “We are excited to present this option
to the industry as a way to add years and
value to this versatile aircraft type.”
Heli-One is a segment of CHC Helicopter, which is the operating company of CHC
Group.
R.R.P.
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has been done over the past year to stand
up our two helicopter centers in Winnipeg
and Langley, and we are extremely excited
to share with customers at Heli-Expo how
the transition is progressing.”
At Winnipeg, the company completely
demolished and rebuilt the interior of a
90,500-sq-ft building, which will be the
new home of the company’s Safran Arriel
1 and 2, Rolls-Royce M250, and Pratt &
Whitney Canada PT6T engine services.
The M250 engine line has been transitioned to Winnipeg, consolidating operations that were once split between the
location and StandardAero’s Richmond,
British Columbia facility, and the Safran
and Pratt & Whitney Canada lines are
expected to be fully relocated there later
this year.
“We are very pleased with the results
thus far,” Atwal told AIN regarding the
Winnipeg facility. “The transition team
is accomplishing this major initiative, on
time, while maintaining the highest quality standards we have come to be known
for and effectively minimizing disruption
to our valued customers.”
At Langley, the company’s long-established facility and its 84,000-sq-ft Helicopter Airframe Center of Excellence is
now fully operational, performing structural repairs, modifications, completions,
and installations of avionics and specialized equipment.
It is also home to the company’s airframe engineering team, which has a
lengthy history in developing STC solutions across all the major helicopter manufacturers. That group has been focused
on safety and modernization initiatives,
including the Safecraft portfolio.
In other news, Carlyle Group
announced in December that it is purchasing StandardAero (Booth 1429) from
Veritas Capital. While terms of the deal
were not disclosed, industry financial
reporters have pegged it at approximately
$5 billion. Subject to customary regulatory review, the transaction is expected
to close in the first quarter.
n
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Ontic Extended Life Solution
keeps legacy aircraft flying
by Matt Thurber
Ontic’s legacy parts manufacturing and
MRO business is benefitting from its unique
position in the aerospace industry, and the
nearly 50-year-old company is about to
achieve annual revenues of $250 million.
A member of the BBA Aviation family,
Ontic has “an ambitious growth profile,”
said Robert Sadler, director of business
development, “and we’re steadily achieving that in line with BBA expectations.”
Last year, Chatsworth, California-based
Ontic’s revenues topped $235 million.

Ontic’s specialty is helping aerospace
manufacturers keep legacy products flying by taking on manufacturing and maintenance support for components that are
no longer efficient for the OEM to continue making. Ontic licenses or acquires
components and assemblies from the
OEM then continues manufacturing
and supporting these products under its
Extended Life Solution. More than 3,000
customers worldwide use Ontic’s services, and the company’s engineers and

With more than 600 employees, Ontic
provides support for more than 3,000
customers, helping OEMs with licensed
production of legacy parts and assemblies.

technicians support over 4,500 assemblies for commercial aviation, rotorcraft,
business aircraft, and military aircraft.
“We’re not a competitor to our partners,”
said Sadler. “We’re a service. We don’t compete with them in designing and developing
new products.” When sustaining and keeping products becomes a non-core function
or doesn’t fit the OEM’s future plans, but
the OEM has an obligation to support the
product, he added, “we step into the OEM’s
shoes and keep the products supported for
the life of the need.”
Ontic signed four licensing agreements with different OEMs in 2018,
which the company said it will support from its Chatsworth headquarters.
Ontic employs about 600 people and
also operates manufacturing and MRO
facilities in Creedmoor, North Carolina;
Plainview, New York; Cheltenham, UK;
and Singapore.
At Heli-Expo, Ontic (Booth B2024) is
highlighting licenses to manufacture Honeywell flight deck displays for various helicopters such as the Airbus EC135, Sikorsky
S-76 and S-92, and some Bell models. On
the military side, Ontic makes displays
and fuel controls for the CH-53. The Honeywell display license covers 162 LRUs for
avionics such as TCAS, MFD/radar displays, horizontal situation indicators, and
vertical speed indicators. Ontic also has a
license for the flight control computer on
the Leonardo AW101.
“Our sales team will be engaging with
customers for avionics displays and fuel
control and fuel pump capabilities, as well
as fuel computers,” he said. “We offer a wide
range of manufacturing techniques. This is
driven by our OEM partners recognizing
how successful we’ve been for them.” n

EuroTec retrofit avionics breathes new life into old birds
EuroTec Vertical Flight Solutions (Booth
B424) is making new avionics installations available, including one of the first
Garmin G500H TXi 10.6-inch LCD touchscreen displays in a VIP-configured Airbus Helicopters EC130B4. The G500H TXi
displays glass cockpit instrumentation on
10.6-inch and 7-inch LCD touchscreens,
with the 10.6-inch horizontal format able
to accommodate primary flight display
(PFD) information and a multifunction
display (MFD) side-by-side within the
same unit. EuroTec offers retrofit options
for a range of legacy G500H-equipped
helicopters, including the Airbus AS350
series and the EC130B4/T2 series.
Separately, EuroTec has received
STC approval for installation of the True
Blue Power TB17 lithium-ion battery in
the Airbus H130/EC130B4. The battery
offers increased power, reduced weight,
extended useful life, two-year maintenance intervals, and lower direct operating costs. The battery is 17.5 pounds lighter
than Ni-Cad alternatives and 25 pounds
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lighter than lead-acid options. The TB17
contains a “smart pack” to protect against
overcharge, over-discharge, over-current, short circuit, over-temperature, and
under-temperature conditions.
Meanwhile, EuroTec and subsidiary EuroTec Canada also will conduct the first North
American installation of the compact Shotover B1 camera system in a pair of Airbus

March 5, 2 0 1 9

H125s. The B1 is a lightweight, gyro-stabilized, gimbal-stabilized platform that features six-axis technology and is designed
to meet the needs of a range of helicopters,
including Airbus AS350, Robinson R44 and
R66, Bell 206 and 505, and Cabri G2.
EuroTec provides sales, completion, MRO,
and technology development services from
its facilities in Kansas City and Toronto. M.H.

Garmin
G500H TXi
10.6-inch LCD
touchscreen
display in a
VIP-configured
Airbus
Helicopters
EC130B4.
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News Clips
Spectrolab Develops Two
New Searchlights

Boeing subsidiary Spectrolab (Booth
B4832) has developed two new
searchlights for use on military rotorcraft
that are also available to the commercial
market. The Nightsun XPM and the SLL
46-200 high-intensity LED searchlights
meet current military specifications
guidelines for both visible and infrared
light spectrums. Its Nightsun XPM was
recently tested aboard on a Boeing
Chinook. Both new searchlights use
additive manufacturing to reduce parts
count and improve maintainability.

S.A.F.E. Delivers First Mx
Stands for U.S. AW169

S.A.F.E. Structure has delivered OSHAcompliant maintenance stands and hangar
equipment to service the first Leonardo
AW169 delivered to a U.S. customer, Next
Era Energy in West Palm Beach, Florida.
The company is working collaboratively
with Next to develop maintenance
stands to optimize safety and ergonomic
concerns via an extensive prototyping
process that began last year. The final
stands were delivered last month.

Helicopter Pilot Tapped To
Lead Lobo’s Global HQ

Global helicopter leasing company
Lobo Leasing has added Mark Kelly as
executive v-p and managing director
of its global headquarters in Dublin,
Ireland. “I am thrilled that Mark has
joined our team,” said Lobo CEO Bill
Wolf. “He shares our values and our
focus on bringing innovative solutions
to the market. His proven track record
in the industry speaks to his leadership
and customer relationship talents.”
Before joining Lobo, Kelly was v-p of
marketing at Lease Corp. International (LCI)
and before then was managing director for
CHC Ireland, where he successfully led the
bid for and implementation of a search and
rescue contract with the Irish Coast Guard.
As a pilot, Kelly worked primarily in search
and rescue and as a pilot in oil and gas
production operations in the North Sea.

Twirly Birds Welcomes New
Members at Annual Meeting

Twirly Birds, an international helicopter
organization founded in 1945, is holding its
annual membership meeting later today at
Heli-Expo 2019 in Atlanta. The event will take
place in the Maple Room of the Omni Hotel
Atlanta at CNN Center, starting at 5 p.m.
In addition to existing members,
anyone who has “soloed a helicopter or
vertical lift aircraft in sustained complete
flight, including a takeoff and landing, at
least 20 years ago,” is invited to attend
and join. Past members include Charles
Lindbergh, Igor Sikorsky, Stanley Hiller,
Alan Bristow, and Wes Lamatta. The
organization was founded when a small
group of pilots met to share stories
and common flying experiences.

IN THE U.S.

With local roots stretching back 50 years,
Airbus Helicopters is proud to be the
nation’s #1 helicopter manufacturer.
What began in Texas in 1969 has grown
into a team of nearly 1,000 skilled and
dedicated employees supporting our
customers nationwide, and beyond. That’s
50 years of service, expertise, experience,
and commitment. A commitment to our
customers – past, present, and future –
and to the next 50 years of flight.
Airbus – we make it fly

airbus.com

Able Aerospace’s footprint keeps growing
by R. Randall Padfield
Able Aerospace Services (Booth C5323)
broke ground in December for a new
50,000-sq-ft facility at Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport, continuing the MRO’s significant expansion that has occurred in recent

years. Construction is now underway, with
move-in slated for the summer of this year.
The expansion will bring Able’s footprint at the airport to 250,000 sq ft,
including an expansion three years ago to

build out a hangar and add a new mezzanine space, said Kriya Shortt, senior v-p
of customer service of Textron Aviation,
which acquired Able in early 2016. Since
2013, Able has also expanded its workforce

Kriya Shortt,
senior v-p
of customer
service at
Textron
Aviation,
parent of Able
Aerospace.

... we can
serve as
a best-in-class,
one-stop-shop for
approximately
1,500 Able
customers in more
than 60 countries.”
from a few hundred employees to
more than 450, including mechanics, engineers, sales, and customer
service specialists, Shortt said.
“These expansions helped us grow
in key areas of demand so that we
can serve as a best-in-class, onestop-shop for approximately 1,500
Able customers in more than 60
countries.”
While part of Textron Aviation’s larger global service network, Able operates from the
single Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport location. “We integrated our
mission-critical capabilities under
one roof, so that we can offer quick
solutions for a vast range of customer needs,” Shortt told AIN.
“For example, we have a significant
on-site engineering team, including several DER specialists, who
work together with our mechanics
to propose on-the-spot solutions
to frequent or new service needs.”
She pointed to the facility’s
on-site specialized capabilities,
such as robotic cold spray, machining, plating, and paint. “Our integrated model enables Able to
complete more than 95 percent of
its jobs in-house,” Shortt added.
Following its acquisition by Textron, Able opened a major center
in mid-2016 to provide a full suite
of rotorcraft airframe maintenance, inspections, airframe repair,
avionics upgrades, and paint services. “Since then, it has become a
one-stop resource for completion
services for local and international
customers,” she said.
Shortt credited the collaboration
with the City of Mesa and the Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport Authority for helping to foster its growth
at the airport. “Our local leaders
understand our growth opportunities, which made it an easy decision
to stay and expand at our Gateway
Airport site,” she said.
n
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New-design Aerometals IBF
taps CFD technology |
by Kim Rosenlof

Aerometals’ (Booth C429) latest engine
inlet barrier filter (IBF) products represent
a significant leap forward in IBF design,
the company says. The company is using

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to
assess airflow characteristics around and
through the filter, resulting in a lighter and
more efficient design. Among the most

robinson_ain_feb_ad_r44_number1.pdf 1 1/21/2019 7:55:50 AM

Using computational
fluid dynamics,
Aerometals re-designed
an inlet barrier filter
that is not only more
effective, but smaller
and lighter.
recent of filters to employ this
design approach is the flat Airbus
H130 (EC130T2) IBF, which last
summer received an FAA STC.
“The old way of designing a filter was very simple: the more filter
area you have, the more dirt you
can collect,” said Tony Bohm, who
formerly directed business development for the Northern California-based parts manufacturer.
“Using CFD, we found that the old
way didn’t take into account how
the air is flowing, and the airflow
around a rotorcraft is incredibly
complex. Nearly 25 percent of the
old curved element was not being
used because air was not flowing
through it. That’s what led us to
the flat filter, which is nearly two
pounds lighter and quite a bit
smaller than the old design.”
All IBFs produced by Aerometals
feature an oil-wetted cotton media,
but the H130 IBF differs from earlier filters in that the orientation of
the filter pleats changed.
“In our old design, the pleats
were oriented inboard/outboard of
the aircraft,” said Bohm. “On the
new design the pleats go forward
and aft, which is again something
we learned from CFD. It helps distribute the flow across the entire
area of the filter in a much more
efficient way.”
Bohm says the next step is to create upgrade kits for current operators of various Aerometals IBFs,
starting with EC130/H130 operators. “We have literally thousands
of legacy filters out in the field, and
we can provide them with a modification kit that will bring them
up to this new design that’s more
efficient, lighter, and easier to maintain because it’s not curved.” Bohm
expected the H130 IBF upgrade kits
to be available in mid-2019.
Aerometals first used CFD to
design a Sikorsky S-92 IBF, which
was STC’d in March 2017. 
n
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Serve and Assist

Advanced avionics for mission success.
EVS-4000, SkyVis™ Helmet-Mounted Display

Visit Heli-Expo booth C4028 to learn more.

uasc.com

Celebrating 70 years,
HAI focuses on core mission
by Kerry Lynch

KASHEA KLOSS

MARIANO ROSALES

HAI comes into this year’s Heli-Expo leading up to it. “We’re very encouraged by
celebrating its 70-year heritage with
the numbers that we track compared to the
a continued focus on safety as its
other years. It looks like we’ve got a great
core mission and myriad issues on its response in terms of the indices we use to
plate from workforce shortages to IFR measure the show and so we’re going to
approvals in single-engine helicopters, have a great crowd,” he said. “We’re going
said Matt Zuccaro, president and CEO to have a full floor of exhibitors.”
of the association.
As always, he stressed, safety is the
The association, founded in 1948 with a number one priority for the association This year’s Heli-Expo marks the first time for the event in Atlanta. Since the first meeting in
gathering of a handful of operators and a
and a focal point of Heli-Expo, including 1948, attendance has grown to include 18,000 attendees and more than 700 exhibitors.
Bell representative in Burbank, California, the return of its Rotor Safety Challenge,
commemorated its 70th anniversary on which is designed to encourage participa- aircraft, which he said would bring the will feature sessions ranging from UAS
December 13. While the septuagenarian tion in the nearly 40 safety sessions that “safe environment of IFR down to the integration to Part 107 ground school for
association has hosted conventions ever will take place over the three-day expo. single-engine helicopter category.” This
the new generation of operators.
since, this year is marking a first for Heli- Those attending six sessions over the
has industry support, and operators
Central on everyone’s minds coming into
Expo: its initial appearance in Atlanta.
course of Heli-Expo qualify for a Rotor and manufacturers are collaborating on this Heli-Expo is the pilot and maintenance
Its venues have varied over the years, but Safety Challenge certificate. The chal- means to enable more helicopter IFR technician shortage. HAI documented this
as Heli-Expo has grown, it has become lim- lenge comes in addition to safety com- missions. While not all missions lend during last year’s Heli-Expo, releasing a
ited in its options and more recently has mittee meetings, workshops, and other themselves to IFR, he said, “There’s a lot study conducted with the University of
rotated between a little more than a handful events that will highlight safety.
of opportunities for us to increase being North Dakota that found a potential for a
of cities: Anaheim, Orlando, Las Vegas, and
in that environment.”
shortage of 7,600 helicopters pilots and as
Dallas among the most frequent of locales.
Legislative Agenda
Noise remains on the forefront, he fur- many as 40,600 mechanics in the U.S. over
Heli-Expo now requires about one million But while the focus remains on safety, Heli- ther said. While the reauthorization bill the next 18 years. “We already knew pretty
square feet that houses displays from the Expo will focus on another mission of the
addressed about a half-dozen noise initia- much what the results were. We wanted to
more than 700 annual exhibitors, nearby association, Zuccaro said: making sure that tives of interest to helicopter operators— confirm it with some real high-end analysis
hotel rooms that can accommodate an “operator members are not overburdened including another look at the North Shore to give us a better idea of what the numbers
annual attendance of around 18,000 peo- with legislative and regulatory initiatives.” helicopter route over Long Island, New were,” Zuccaro said.
ple, and the ability to bring the roughly 60
HAI returns to Heli-Expo after capping York—many more further-reaching and
Not only is the rotorcraft market facing
helicopters into the show floor.
an intense lobbying campaign to combat restrictive measures were defeated. “We
a shortage of new pilots coming in, but
This year’s venue meets those require- user fees and secure a long-range FAA have obligations and we have a responsibil- also stiff competition from other sectors.
ments, as well as others, such as a central reauthorization bill. The bill that passed ity to the communities that we operate over “The airlines are aggressively recruiting
location for operators and a number of last fall marked the first five-year FAA and within. We take that very seriously,” he helicopter pilots who are not even qualinearby attractions, including the neigh- reauthorization in decades. “We’re very said. “Our frustration is that the initiatives fied [to fly airliners] and they’re paying for
boring College Football Hall of Fame, the
proud of the fact that we worked with the
that the legislative people come up with
their crossover training. They value the
site of the opening members reception.
other general aviation associations and are not based on any science whatsoever. skills of helicopter pilots,” he said. “So
Zuccaro has been upbeat about pros- were able to prevent that [user fees] from There’re no studies that are ever done. This we’re in a competitive environment.”
pects for this year’s venue in the months coming into play,” he said. “We don’t really is nothing but a shoot from the hip.”
HAI’s affiliate organization Helicopter
have any delusion that it’s gone away, but
Zuccaro reiterated that the majority of Foundation International has established
certainly, for the time being, it’s not going complaints come from a small segment of a number of programs to capture the
to happen. And that’s a good thing for us.” the population. Noise complaint hotlines interest of the next generation, Zuccaro
The five-year bill had a multitude of have highlighted that hundreds of calls noted. At Heli-Expo, educational and
measures, including a number affecting can come from a single source. At the professional development sessions will
Matt Zuccaro,
helicopter operators that Zuccaro said same time, these hotlines can showcase be held, as well as the annual military-to-
will likely be addressed either through real noise issues that operators may be
civilian forum that was held on the eve of
president and
various sessions or at the annual Meet the
able to address. Many of these issues will this year’s convention. The forum tends
CEO of the
Regulators session that will be held this be reviewed at a three-hour Fly Neigh- to draw a standing-room-only crowd. This
Helicopter
year on March 7.
borly Forum scheduled on March 5.
is in addition to networking opportunities
Association
One key regulatory initiative before
that are ongoing throughout the convenInternational.
the association is the possible rewrite
Next-generation
tion, as well as the career and mentoring
of Part 27 and 29 regulations governing
Challenges and Opportunties
fair scheduled for all day on March 5.
helicopter certification. “We think that’s Another HAI focus has been on unmanned
As all of these issues come together in
long overdue. They haven’t been updated flight. HAI created a member category Atlanta, Zuccaro stressed that he remains
in decades.” HAI is pushing for the update
for unmanned operations and is actively encouraged by the state of the industry.
to accommodate new technology and involved in numerous advisory commit- “We obviously monitor the offshore indusadvancements that have taken place over tees and working groups. Heli-Expo fur- try, which is so closely tied to the price of
time. “We also would like to see an effort ther will host several sessions focused on
a barrel of oil and what’s going on in the
to unify those two regulations and break unmanned issues. “Our members every international community. Also not to be
them down as appropriate by parameters
day are becoming more proficient in the ignored is the situation with some of the
or protocols that recognize the different operation of drones and creating subsidiar- fleets and the leasing companies,” he said.
technology, size, and weight of these air- ies and departments within their company
But he also noted the breadth of the
craft.” He is hoping to see a more formal to offer those services,” he said. “It has
rotorcraft industry and operations.
process for the rewrite take shape this worked out really well.” But at the same “We’ve been through these cycles, and
year, such as the creation of an Aviation
time, HAI has been involved with the safe
the good news is we’re very diverse,
Rulemaking Committee.
integration of drones into the airspace.
we’re flexible, and we’re survivors,”
Additionally, HAI is pushing for a
In addition to the UAS committee Zuccaro said. “We’re optimistic about
— Matt Zuccaro
simplified path for IFR in single-engine meeting to be held on March 6, Heli-Expo
the future.”
n

We’re very
encouraged by
the numbers that we
track compared to the
other years. It looks
like we’ve got a great
response in terms of
the indices we use to
measure the show and
so we’re going to have
a great crowd,”
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Li-ion battery ‘tipping point’
has arrived: True Blue CEO
It’s taken a decade, but True Blue Power
(Booth C3413) president and CEO Todd
Winter thinks the threshold has been
crossed for broader industry acceptance
of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. “The
tipping point is now people are using
[the technology],” Winter told AIN.
“We’re delivering for…production aircraft.
We know it works. They know it works.
Now, it’s actually starting to become
commonplace.”
He added a prediction, one that he said
is “very safe” to make: “In the future, in
virtually any area, any new aircraft delivered is going to have a lithium battery
system on it.”
The Li-ion batteries and emergency
power supply units manufactured by
True Blue, a division of Wichita-based
Mid-Continent Instrument, have
received type certification on eight new
production rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft—including the Bell 505 Jet Ranger X,
Robinson R66, Airbus H135, Airbus H145,
and Leonardo AW169—and supplemental

type certification on more than 50 other
airplanes and helicopters including the
Robinson R44, Airbus EC130, and Airbus
BK117. In addition, three of True Blue’s
TB17 batteries come as standard equipment on the Tecnam P2012 Traveller, a
high-wing twin piston-engine airplane
that was certified by EASA in mid-December and awaits FAA certification.
“We didn’t just design one or two products and say, ‘Okay, we’re done,’” Winter said. “We’ve continued. We’ve been
developing new products, as you see
here. So we’re ready for the next generation to roll out.”
What that next generation of True
Blue Li-ion battery products looks like,
Winter isn’t saying just yet. He expects
more details about that to be announced
during Heli-Expo. The company currently
produces the TB17 17 amp-hour and TB44
46 amp-hour Li-ion batteries, the former
of which comes standard on the 505 and
R66, and is STC’d on the R44 and EC130.
Related products include the TS60 and

JERRY SIEBENMARK

by Jerry Siebenmark

TS835 Series Emergency Power Supply
Li-ion batteries, as well as inverters, voltage converters, and USB charging ports.
Winter thinks industry acceptance of
Li-ion batteries has been slow, though
not unexpected, despite their smaller
size and lower weight than conventional lead-acid batteries, ability to be
recharged more quickly, longer life, and
less maintenance. Even today, nearly 10
years after True Blue was launched, he
said there are some inside the industry
who don’t know how far the technology has come. Winter said at last year’s
NBAA-BACE an engineer from a major jet
manufacturer came over to True Blue’s

A True Blue Power TB17
Advanced Lithium-ion
Battery under assembly
at the company’s
Wichita facility. Note
the battery’s circuit
board, which company
officials call the battery
management system.
It regulates a number
of operations, including
preventing overcharging,
communicating faults within
the battery, and turning
parts of it on and off.
booth and said another battery company
was claiming that this kind of technology
is not available. “It’s available,” Winter
said. “It’s certified. We’re producing it.
We’re delivering it today.”
As adoption of the technology increases
across the industry, Winter hopes the
industry accepts True Blue’s batteries,
too, especially in the rotorcraft space.
Rotorcraft is an important market for the
company. “While difficult to quantify the
significance the rotorcraft market has
on True Blue Power’s future growth, it
currently represents approximately 50
percent of our battery success to date,”
Winter said.
n
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Leonardo opens new 24/7
support center in Louisiana
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BOOTH C4704

by Mark Huber

MARK HUBER

Leonardo Helicopters (Booth B7024)
opened a new customer support facility
in Broussard, Louisiana in January, bringing the number of such centers in the
Americas to four. The 21,000-sq-ft repair
and warehouse facility is situated on a
two-acre site and will initially employ 15,
provide 24/7 customer support, stock a
wide variety of helicopter parts, and provide a far-ranging menu of repair services,
including blade repair and mobile blade
repair. It also includes space for sales,
tech reps, and engineering support. Three
tech reps will be based there.
The Gulf Coast Support Center is strategically positioned to support the approximately 90 AW139 intermediate twins, 40
AW119 singles, and numerous AW109 light
twins operating in the region, according
to Michael Hotze, Leonardo’s vice president of customer support and training
for AgustaWestland Philadelphia Corp.
Regional customers include major offshore
energy helicopter service companies Arrow
Aviation, Bristow Group, ERA, and PHI.
“We’re here to be closer to our customers,” said Hotze. “This facility is here not
just to support the oil-and-gas guys. It will
support customers in the entire lower 48
states.” Hotze said employment at Broussard will likely double within 18 months.
“Customers are really excited.”
Troy Penny, who will be the general
manager at Broussard, said the facility will
be able to overhaul a set of rotor blades in
21 days and throughput up to 1,500 blades
per year. “What we’re really building is
capability that doesn’t exist in the U.S.
right now. That is our short-term goal. We

Leonardo vice president Mike Hotze (left)
and general manager Troy Penny celebrated
opening the new support center.

are opening with all the repair capabilities
that currently exist in the U.S., and then
we will expand into the repairs that [currently] have to go back to Italy,” Penny said.
He noted that component repairs
involving bushings, re-machinings, tip
caps, and sweep corrections, for example, are burdensome to customers and
can have turn times as long as 18 months.
Penny said Broussard would provide area
customers with pick-up and delivery service using a dedicated truck and, when
possible, provide same-day service.
“We’re trying to establish the same manufacturing capabilities that we have in
Italy, but from a customer perspective, do
it in one-tenth the time,” Hotze said. That
means turn times for most repairs will be
30 days or less; complex repairs and overhauls will be 60 days or less. “This facility
is tied into all the engineering and repair
capability they have in Italy. We’ll be able
to turn blades quickly because of that, but
we’re not just a blade center.”
Customers will find services offered
by the Broussard facility very cost competitive, predicting services would be
provided “at market rates with OEM
capability. That’s going to be an enormous savings,” he said. “We’ve always
shortened the supply chain so customers
don’t have to use third-party vendors to
repair blades. Third-party vendors eventually end up coming to us for engineering
and support data and repair schemes anyway. We eliminate all those layers.”
Hotze said the new service center is
part of Leonardo’s larger “Team Up”
initiative to get closer to its customers,
understand their needs, and make them
successful. Team Up provides customers
with services that include parts forecasting which Hotze said is up to 90 percent
accurate. The Broussard facility also will
be able to access customer health and
usage monitoring system (HUMS) data
for customers that subscribe to Leonardo’s Heliwise service. Heliwise is supported by two engineers in Philadelphia,
three in Italy, and two in Malaysia who
look at customer HUMS data full-time.
In conjunction with the new center,
Hotze said Leonardo is expanding its
in-house MRO capability and now has full
capability for all dynamic components at
its main U.S. base in Philadelphia, which is
also a customer support center. Its other
Americas centers are located in Las Vegas
and São Paulo, Brazil. “The Americas is
the most mature helicopter market and
we are extremely committed to it,” Hotze
said, despite the recent fall-off in offshore
helicopter activity. “This downturn won’t
last forever, and we want to be here when
our customers need us. We’re really committed to the success of this place.” n
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FAA evaluates Universal’s Heli-ClearVision EHVS
by R. Randall Padfield
Universal Avionics is continuing its
research partnership with the FAA to
further develop and mature new regulations to support the use of enhanced
flight vision systems/enhanced helicopter vision systems (EFVS/EHVS) for
rotorcraft. The FAA is also evaluating
the use of the company’s Heli-ClearVision as a representative EHVS to
improve helicopter safety and provide
operational benefit in day, night, and
low-visibility conditions.
The Heli-ClearVision lineup includes the
SkyLens head-wearable display (HWD) and
the SkyVis helmet-mounted display (HMD),
which are capable of presenting primary
flight display flight symbology, conformal
information, and synthetic vision system
(SVS), enhanced vision system (EVS) with
an EVS-4000 multispectral camera, and
combined vision system (CVS) imagery.
“I have flown with an HMD for the
majority of my flight career,” explained
Tal Golan, rotorcraft business development manager with Universal Avionics.
“During that time,” he added, “I personally
experienced many occasions where such
a system kept me out of trouble at either
dark night, poor visibility, or just harsh
flight conditions all around.”
Universal Avionics hardware was fully
integrated into the FAA’s Sikorsky S-76 flying testbed helicopter at the FAA William J.
Hughes Technical Center at Atlantic City
International Airport in New Jersey. Once
the integration was completed, training
and familiarization flights were conducted with FAA test pilots, followed by
the start of data collection flights for the

Universal Avionics has teamed with the FAA to test the Heli-ClearVision system, including head-wearable and helmet-mounted displays.
FAA’s planned research and development.
Golan continued, “I know firsthand that
a system such as Heli-ClearVision will not
only be an overall safety multiplier, but
will also greatly assist any helicopter flying at night, in IMC, and during any other
challenging conditions to safely complete
the mission. Even more so, to those who
fly special missions such as SAR, EMS, law
enforcement, and firefighting. The program we have with the FAA shows our dedication in shaping safer, better, and more
efficient helicopter operations.”
The next phase of testing is planned for
early this year and includes additional day,
night, and twilight flights with the SkyLens HWD and SkyVis HMD. Later this
year, experimental trials are scheduled to

include the SkyVis night-vision goggle HMD.
“This research allows us to jointly investigate EHVS technology through both
head-worn and helmet-mounted displays
coupled with CVS sensors,” said Cliff
Johnson, FAA research program manager for helicopter safety. “The research
directly supports the FAA’s ongoing aviation safety initiatives to develop criteria
for helicopter operations in low visibility
environments,” he added.
The program comes as the U.S. Helicopter Safety Team (USHST) is recommending the use of EHVS technologies,
including EVS, night-vision goggles, SVS,
and CVS. This recommendation came
after USHST in 2017 completed its analysis of the root causes of fatal helicopter

Ramco eyes ‘gold mine’ of Mx data for use in artificial intelligence
MRO and operations software provider
Ramco Systems (Booth B6710) is eying
artificial intelligence and machine learning
technologies to make the jobs of maintenance shops easier, said Manoj Singh, senior
v-p and region head, Americas. Ramco has
already begun case studies of the use of
such technologies, which leverage a “gold
mine” of data that the company’s software
programs produce, Singh added.
One of the pain points of technicians, he
explained, is the amount of paperwork or
the number of web pages a technician must
fill out for a simple repair, ranging from the
analysis of the issue, parts required, vendors
available, and work required.
“The idea is how to automate the process
of maintenance,” Singh said. “A sore point for
mechanics is they end up spending more time
on the [paperwork] than on the aircraft as
they code in 10 different screens and enter a
lot of fields. It’s frustrating and time-consuming. This is the area we are attacking.”
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With historical data, these fields can be
automated. Once a repair is identified, the
system can pre-populate fields based on
historical data, suggesting corrective actions
based on past repairs, what parts are necessary, and which suppliers are used. This could
take a 30 to 40 minute task down to a fraction
of a second for the technician, he said.
The Ramco software packages—which
offer a breadth of capabilities from electronic
flight bag and operations data tracking to
maintenance planning, recordkeeping, purchasing, inventory management, warranty
administration, and financial processing—produce a vast amount of data that can be used
for further automation tasks, Singh added.
Another area of automation is Ramco’s
financial module. The module can properly
code a task so that cost allocation is automatically assigned. A complex repair can be allocated quickly, dividing out different costs that
need to be assigned, from the maintenance
technician time to parts acquisition and the
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various suppliers involved, among other areas.
This capability pulls in historical data from similar repairs and parts use to properly assign
work resources, making what was a time-consuming process faster and more reliable.
The financial module, Singh said, rivals
those developed from financial firms but
goes a step further because it is specifically
tailored for the helicopter industry. The program, for instance, values the aircraft not just
on hours or cycles, but on numerous other
parameters such as type and conditions of
operation. “With all those different parameters we capture, we can do correct evaluation
of the value of aircraft,” he said.
Ramco has looked at other uses of data,
including agreements with OEMs such as
the one announced with Airbus Helicopters
last year that enabled a “bi-directional” flow.
The OEMs are able to obtain operator information, which they, in turn, could use for
engineering improvements, service bulletin
development, parts planning, and many other

accidents and had developed 22 measurable safety enhancements aimed at reducing fatalities. Four of the USHST’s safety
enhancements relate to flight in IMC
(instrument meteorological conditions)
and degraded visibility.
At Heli-Expo 2019, Universal Avionics
(an Elbit Systems company) is showing a
three-display EFI-890H advanced flight
display system simulated in a Sikorsky
S-76 flight deck (Booth C4028). Visitors
can run-through the equipment functionality for the basic system and pilot
controls/selections. In a separate display,
an EFI-890H is set-up with new software,
allowing for demonstration of new hover
steering displays using GPS velocities and
a new transition-to-hover function. n

support functions. Operators, meanwhile, can
get more up-to-date technical and operation
information, Singh said, calling it a “win-winwin” situation.
These advancements in Ramco’s software
are increasingly capturing the interest of prospective customers, he said, particularly from
the larger fleet operators. “Our larger segment fleet side has continued to grow nicely,”
he said, adding he’s seeing growth in areas of
firefighting and aerial tourism. Ramco further
is making inroads into the defense market,
including bringing in two large contracts with
adversary air providers coming on board in
the last six months.
In addition, the company has brought on
significant new business with long-standing
customers, including Era Aviation and most
recently PHI. These contracts involved the
updating of legacy Ramco systems that the
providers had used for years. But satisfying to
Singh is those customers evaluated a range
of systems and then opted to stay with Ramco
and install a much more advanced program.

K.L.

Collins set for a giant leap
in FBW capacity |
by Kerry Lynch

Collins Aerospace is developing a
next-generation vehicle management computer (VMC) that will provide 20 times the processing power
of its existing flight control computers (FCC), enabling fly-by-wire and
autonomous flight capabilities.
Unveiled during last summer’s
Farnborough Airshow, the VMC
is expected to reach the market
by 2022 with a launch customer
announcement anticipated this year.
The VMC will feature triple
multi-core processors, high-speed
communications, and an open
architecture that will provide
redundancy and allow for a number
of new capabilities. It will build on
technologies of Collins Aerospace’s
(Booth C3112) existing flight control computers (FCC) that are
in service on helicopters such as
Sikorsky’s S-92 and Black Hawk,
incorporating a similar “design
thought” approach and failure
modes, said Darryl Woods, general
manager of Airframe & Engine Systems for Collins Aerospace. “We
are leveraging the same…redundancy and safety requirements.”

The VMC will be offered for forward-fit
and retrofit applications, as well as for rotorcraft, fixed-wing aircraft, and unmanned systems. Collins Aerospace has already begun

working with existing customers, seeing
considerable potential for the retrofit option.
The key will be matching the capacity to the
needs and not providing too much output, he
said. For aircraft such as the S-92, the ability
to transition to fly-by-wire would open up
new operating environments for the helicopter, Woods said. “That’s a big plus.”
The other key is operators running into
obsolescence issues. Some electronics

manufacturers are shutting down certain
lines, he said. “The retrofit option will eliminate the obsolescence issues,” Woods said.
Collins Aerospace is in the design phase
of the VMC now, working on incorporating
three separate processing cards that will
make up the core. The company is validating
issues with prospective users but believes it
will be ready to announce the initial customer this year.
n

For missions
accomplished

Whatever the missions, whatever the times,
wherever the places, we’ll get you where you’re going.

Vehicle Management Computer (VMC)
While thousands of the existing
FCCs are in service, Woods noted
that in the last several years “we
realized that with all the new technology out there and the demand
for autonomy, our current flight
control computers were becoming
a little bit outdated.”
The first application is targeting
flight controls, including the ability
to facilitate fly-by-wire in new and
existing platforms. But, he added,
“The capacity of this new computer
is going to be so much greater that
we strongly believe that we will
have much more opportunity than
just flight controls. We’re really
excited about it.”
Along with long-range potential
for autonomy, he pointed to the
ability to consolidate processing
handled by numerous boxes in an
aircraft into the single VMC and the
ability to handle high-data software
demands, such as those necessary
for cybersecurity protections.

Join our event on Kopter booth B4016 at 12:00 on 5 March.
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P&WC unveils service plan
improvements at Heli-Expo
by Curt Epstein
Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC)
announced several additions and
improvements to its engine service plans
on Monday on the eve of Heli-Expo 2019.
For its rotorcraft customers, the company
(Booth 6915) is introducing a new engine
option (NEO) for its single-aircraft Eagle
Service Plan (ESP). Rolled out last year
for the Montreal-based manufacturer’s
PT6A turboprop customers, it is now
available for helicopters as well.
Customers on the pay-per-hour ESP
now have the ability to choose a new
engine installation instead of an overhauled engine. “It definitely helps in
terms of the removal and installation,”
said Irene Makris, the OEM’s v-p of sales
and marketing. “You don’t have to get a
rental, you don’t have to have the aircraft
down” while waiting for overhaul. “It also
helps the residual value of the aircraft at
the end because the aircraft has a new
engine,” Makris said. It is available for the
PW200 series and PT6C-67C, covering
most of the company’s twin-engine helicopter applications, as well as the AW139.
“We’re focused on innovative engine
maintenance programs and operating
solutions, providing our customers with
peace of mind,” Makris told AIN. “That
really means predictability in managing

their costs and planning budget, but
knowing that the engine will always be
there for them when they need it.”
Toward that goal, P&WC has expanded
its certified preowned (CPO) program,
which it launched last year, from one
year/500 hours to two years/500 hours.
Catering to the used helicopter market,
aircraft sellers can enroll their powerplants in the program through an inspection and maintenance log audit.
“Where CPO helps is that when a used
aircraft is changing hands, the buyer
wants some original manufacturer warranty with it,” explained Makris. “When
it comes with a warranty, obviously the
value of the aircraft is higher so it allows
the sale to happen even easier.”
Engines are given a thorough examination before certification. “We’re looking
basically to see if engines have been maintained at our own facilities or designated
facilities, that they contain genuine parts,
and that they pass the inspection,” noted
Makris. This includes a visual inspection
along with a borescope and an oil analysis.
While a lighter version of the program (nine months/250 hours) was also
introduced, the standard program costs
$15,000, which can be credited to the seller’s P&WC account if they then enroll the

Enstrom 480B

Pratt & Whitney Canada’s PW210 is one of the OEM’s rotorcraft powerplants now eligible for
customer placement instead of overhaul, under its Eagle Service Plan New Engine Option.
engine in one of the manufacturer’s pay- own separate plan until they reached five
per-hour programs. It covers repair or and were eligible for the FMP coverage,
replacement of damaged parts, as well as causing logistical and administration
a one-year subscription to the manufac- issues. “It covers overhauls, hot section
turer’s technical publications.
inspections, repairs of basic unscheduled
Lastly, the company has made some scheduled engine removals, environmenchanges to its small fleet program, renam- tal damage, and it also has health moniing it the Fleet Service Plan (FSP). While
toring and digital services,” said Makris.
the ESP deals specifically with single aircraft “It also allows our customers to not have
operators, and the Fleet Management Plan
any premature or unexpected removals or
(FMP) was designed for large fleet operators
unexpected costs.”
(more than five aircraft), the FSP is intended
Also included in the basic plan is
to streamline engine maintenance for those freight, while options such as low-cycle
fatigue/life-limited part coverage, rental
with a handful of each aircraft.
Previously, these operators would engine support, and part exchange are
have been required to enroll each in their also available.
n

Frasca delivers AS350
FTD to Temsco Helicopters
by Randy Padfield

Enstrom 480B validated for Canadian ops
Transport Canada validated Enstrom Helicopter’s 480B turbine helicopter, joining other
Enstrom models that have been approved
for operations in the United States’ northern
neighbor, the Menominee, Michigan-based
manufacturer announced. “A number of our
customers have expressed a desire to operate 480Bs in Canada, and this new validation
will allow them to do so under Canadian registration,” said Enstrom director of sales and
marketing Dennis Martin.
Enstrom (Booth B2624) is working with
its first 480B customer in Canada and
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expects the market to open quickly from
there. The light single’s fully articulated
rotor head and low operating costs make
it “a natural” for Canadian operations,
Martin said. “Our piston aircraft have
proved their worth there for years and we
look forward to giving turbine customers a
new, versatile option,” he added.
Other Enstrom helicopter models with
Canadian validation are the F-28A, 280,
280C, F-28C, F-28C-2, F-28F, 280F, and
280FX. They are listed under FAA type
certificate H1CE.
J.S.
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Temsco Helicopters of Ketchikan, Alaska—
the largest helicopter operator in the
state—recently took delivery of a Frasca
International flight training device (FTD)
for the AS350B2. The primary use of the
device will be to train Temsco’s new tour
pilots on sightseeing routes and for transitions from piston helicopters. Aside from
Temsco (which stands for timber, exploration, mining, survey, and cargo operations),
NorthStar, and Coastal Helicopters will
also use the new training device.
According to Temsco senior v-p Joe
Hicks, “The FTD will also be used for
mission training, dealing with rapidly
changing weather, white-out conditions,
and flat-light conditions, which can all be
encountered while flying in Alaska. These
scenarios can be experienced in the simulator to teach pilots to properly recognize
and avoid these hazards.”
The FTD uses Frasca’s TruVision
visual system with a custom database
of Alaska, a 220-degree visual display,

an instrument change-out kit, and Frasca’s motion cueing system. It can also
be flown with the pilot-in-command in
the left seat, thus simulating the AS350.
The training device is also the first FTD
to integrate the Avidyne IFD550, which
includes forward-looking terrain alerts,
synthetic vision, supplemental height
above terrain callouts, and remote transponder control.
“By using simulation in its programs,
Temsco is following the guidance and
recommendations of the NTSB and the
U.S. Helicopter Safety Team, both of
whom have issued recommendations to
increase the use of simulation training
as an impactful way to reduce helicopter
accidents,” said Frasca business development manager Randy Gawenda.
Coincidentally, when the contract for
the AS350 FTD was signed lasted year,
both Frasca and Temsco were celebrating 60 years in business, said John Frasca,
president of Frasca.
n
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Bell reveals
‘full vision’
for Nexus air
taxi VTOL
by Rob Finfrock
Highlighting the increasing awareness
and appeal of vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) solutions outside the traditional
domains of the rotorcraft industry, Bell
returned to the annual Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas in January with its “full vision” of a practical
urban air taxi, dubbed the Bell Nexus.
“As space at the ground level becomes
limited, we must solve transportation
challenges in the vertical dimension,”
said Bell president and CEO Mitch Snyder.
“We believe the design, taken with our strategic approach to build this infrastructure,
will lead to the successful deployment of
the Bell Nexus to the world.”
The full-scale Nexus display featured
a central wing, integrated landing skids,
and a modified V tail topped by a short
horizontal stabilizer. The flight model
will use a hybrid/electric distributed
propulsion system feeding six tilting
ducted fans, each powered by individual
electric motors.
The six-fan design is a compromise
between quad- and octo-rotor designs
seen on other urban VTOL designs to
provide system redundancy and space
for passengers to safely embark and disembark the vehicle while operating. The
ducted fans also offer improved performance and a quieter noise signature than

The Bell Nexus will initially feature human operation and a hybrid-electric propulsion system powering six ducted fans.
comparable open rotor designs, according
to the company.
Bell (Booth C4007) also announced
four collaborating partners on Nexus,
with Safran providing the hybrid propulsion and drive systems. Thales will provide flight control computer hardware
and software, Moog will develop flight
control actuation systems, and Garmin
will integrate the avionics and the vehicle
management computer.
While not expected to enter widespread service until the mid-2020s, the
Nexus features a mix of existing and

forward-leaning technologies intended
to surmount today’s market concerns and
regulatory hurdles while also providing a
path toward future evolutions.

A Fully-Electric Future?

For example, the Nexus propulsion system incorporates a series hybrid layout in
which a turbine engine feeds an electrical
distribution system, which in turn routes
power to a battery pack that drives the fan
motors. In addition to providing system
redundancy in the event of turbine failure, the series hybrid architecture offers

Dart adds EASA to its list of Bell 505 float approvals
Dart Aerospace (Booth C2006) continues to
expand the market for its Bell 505 Jet Ranger
X emergency float system (EFS) with recent
approval from the European Aviation Safety
Agency. The EASA signoff followed similar
approvals that came last year, beginning with
Transport Canada in mid-February, followed
by the Japan JCAB and U.S. FAA in subsequent months. Dart delivered the first system
in April 2018 to the Japanese coast guard.
“We’re pleased to be given the green
light to promote and distribute the EFS in
Europe, where there is a consistently high
demand for light Bell aircraft,” said Wesley
Reid, product strategy and business development manager for mission equipment at
Dart Aerospace. “The product is in service
worldwide and we are confident it will have
a strong reception in Europe.”
Offered for retrofit or factory installation,
the EFS was developed in collaboration
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Dart Aerospace now offers its emergency float system (EFS) for European Bell 505s.
with Bell, Dart said. The EFS incorporates
a six-pod, tri-bag design to provide greater
stability without impeding egress.
Designed with a custom-made lightweight
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urethane-coated fabric, the EFS also
includes skid extensions, among other
features. Dart said the EFS is the first of its
kind on the market.
K.L.

an upgrade path toward eventual fuel cell
and/or full-electric propulsion.
Similarly, the prototype’s cabin is configured in a “4+1” layout with room for a
single pilot/operator in addition to four
passengers—a bridge between existing
capabilities and regulations, and a future
that might ultimately enable fully autonomous Nexus operation.
“We believe the great engineering
endeavor of all these things is working
the problem,” said Bell vice president of
innovation Scott Drennan. “That is the
only way the operational, certification,
manufacturing, and technology frameworks [required for practical urban air
taxis] will come to be solved to offer a
safe and reliable solution to the future
of mobility.”
While Bell’s CES 2018 display emphasized the passenger experience onboard
an urban air taxi, this year the company
is focusing on the pilot/operator of such
vehicles. An array of augmented reality
Future Flight Controls (FFC) simulators—fitted in single-, dual-, or tri-control
configurations, the latter essentially emulating current helicopters—will help Bell
gauge feedback on what could evolve as
the final flight control configuration for
the Nexus and other upcoming urban
VTOL vehicles.
Bell will incorporate user data from
each configuration to determine the
actions and interfaces that are most
intuitive to remain under the control of
a human operator, and which aspects of
vehicle control might be automated. The
company plans to feature the portable
FFC simulators in a variety of venues,
ranging from aviation industry events and
trade shows to high schools.
n

Air Methods inks MoU for
helo Part 135 ADE program
by Mark Huber
The chief pilot for the nation’s largest
air ambulance provider says his company is moving aggressively to train the
majority of its pilots in simulators and
is committed to extending coordinated
crew training to the medical personnel
riding in back.
“We’ve probably changed more in the
last two years than in the last 20 as far
as training goes,” said Air Methods chief
pilot Raj Helweg, who added that between
85 to 90 percent of the company’s 1,300
pilots now receive initial and recurrent
simulator training, including in Level D
simulators, at FlightSafety International’s Denver learning center for the Airbus
Helicopters models AS350, EC130, and
EC135 and the Bell 407.
Helweg said that company pilots also
train in FlightSafety’s EC145 simulator in
Shreveport, Louisiana, and in FlightSafety
fixed-wing simulators for the Pilatus
PC-12 and Beechcraft King Air in Wichita, Kansas, Long Beach, California, and
Dallas. About 10 percent of the company’s
320 bases operate fixed-wing aircraft. Air
Methods operates 20 different aircraft
types, Helweg said, but the majority of
rotorcraft fall into the four models with
associated simulators in Denver.
All of the simulators are currently
dry leased, with company instructors
and check airmen providing training
and checking. Helweg said Air Methods recently signed a memorandum of

understanding with the FAA to establish
an aircrew designated examiner (ADE)
program, the first of its kind for a Part
135 helicopter operator. “That will allow
us to do ATP checkrides for our pilots in
the platforms they are flying on a regular
basis,” he said. “Right now we have two
FAA ASIs [aviation safety inspectors]
assigned to the training facility in Denver.
We train up an FAA inspector to be a line
pilot, training captain, or check airman in
our airframe with our training curriculum.
They will observe training and help with
curriculum development. It is efficient for
the FAA and for us.”

Regional Needs Dictate Operations

While Helweg said the bias toward single-engine platforms remains throughout
the industry, there is still a strong demand
for twin-engine, single-pilot IFR service,
especially among the hospital-based programs and select community-based programs. “It has to do with regional needs.
It wouldn’t do us any good to have single-
pilot IFR in Casper, Wyoming where icing
is a big issue, but it makes perfect sense
in Seattle.”
For both VFR and IFR operations, simulation training is invaluable, he said.
“We’re always trying to reduce risks.
Today, the aircraft, engines, and avionics
are more dependable. So the last step is
the pilot. If we can set them up for success with better and more comprehensive

While Air Methods acknowledges switching to primarily sim-based training requires a
“learning curve,” up to 90 percent of its pilots now receive initial and recurrent sim training.
training, then I believe it can’t help but
reduce the mistakes that are happening.
Ninety percent of what happens out there
is within our control. We’re not victims of
circumstance too often.”
Helweg said the two main benefits of
helicopter simulator training are building confidence and muscle memory. “We
can take pilots to the edge of their mistakes and repeat it over and over again
and ingrain the muscle memory so that
when faced with that situation the reaction is automatic.
“We can replicate scenes, airports, and
their local environments. We can do en
route to a scene, a scene to another hospital, a drop-off location, and then back to
their home location and then introduce
emergencies over major metropolitan

Garmin TXi touchscreen displays certified;
now available for VFR helicopters
Garmin’s touchscreen TXi displays for normal-category VFR helicopters are now
certified and delivering, offering a variety
of capabilities for rotorcraft equipped with
Garmin’s G500H flight display and/or GTN
650/750 touchscreen navigators. Garmin
International (Booth B616) has also unveiled
new software for GTN 650/750 units installed
in helicopters. Helicopters equipped with
a G500H flight display can be upgraded to
the TXi displays without replacing existing
sensors, and Garmin is offering an upgrade
program for these configurations.
The TXi displays are available in 10.6inch and 7-inch sizes, each with concentric knobs allowing alternative inputs
to the touchscreens as well as offering
video input, NVG compatibility, and map
overlay on the HSI. The 10.6-inch display
is mounted in a horizontal format and can
display primary flight display (PFD) and
multifunction display (MFD) information

simultaneously, according to Garmin. The
7-inch display can be mounted in portrait
or landscape orientation, including as “a
dedicated PFD with instrument tapes and
an arc-view HSI” for helicopters with limited panel space.
G500H TXi displays include helicopter
terrain awareness and warning system
(HTAWS)—when paired with a GTN navigator equipped with HTAWS—and Garmin’s
WireAware wire-strike avoidance technology. TXi options include synthetic vision,
Connext connectivity via Garmin’s Flight
Stream 510 wireless gateway, and Database Concierge for uploading databases
using the Garmin Pilot app on a smartphone
or tablet. The Connext features include,
according to Garmin, “streaming of traffic,
weather, GPS information, back-up attitude
information, and more from the G500H TXi
to the Garmin Pilot, FltPlan Go, or ForeFlight
Mobile applications.”

The GTN software update for helicopters
adds setting of user-defined waypoints as
airports to minimize terrain alerts when
landing at an airport that isn’t in the aviation
database; a qwerty keyboard; configurable
comm sidetone settings; support for Irish,
Swiss, and English coordinate systems for
easier entry of GPS coordinates; approval of
the GMA 35c Bluetooth remote audio panel
in helicopters equipped with the GTN 750;
and VNAV descent profiles.
M.T.
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areas.” This, he said, hones pilots’ decision-making skills. “It’s a learning environment so they can focus on decisions
in a more confident way. Developing
that confidence really helps their decision making. They’ve actually recovered
from something that they couldn’t get in
the aircraft.”
Helweg said the company has had a
bit of a learning curve, converting from
in-aircraft to simulator training. “We are
dealing with pilots who in many cases
have been training solely in aircraft for 20
years and we took all their visibility away
from them. There’s a learning curve with
that and we had to adjust how we trained.
Right now we’re in the walking part of
‘crawl, walk, run.’”
Nevertheless, he sees a time in the
future when the medical crew will be
incorporated into the mix to provide
for an added level of safety. “We’re
looking at that, and it’s going to be a
very important part of training. At our
partnership conference this year I had
our assistant chief pilots take videos of
various emergency procedures in the
simulator and show them at the conference, things like inadvertent entry
into IMC and autorotations on departure. They got to see how fast that happens, what happens to the instrument
displays, and how fast you descend. It
was really eye-opening to the point they
asked to see more videos. But we deal
with 3,000 medical crew members, and
bringing them all through Denver would
be difficult.” However, Helweg said
Air Methods is looking at other ways,
including web-based total crew training,
to accomplish the objective.
Helweg said Air Methods’s new owner,
American Securities, which bought the
company for $2.5 billion last year, understands and supports the need to invest in
modern training techniques and technology. “Everyone, including our new CEO
Steve Gorman, who used to work at Delta
Air Lines, is supportive,” he said. “We can
only get better.” 
n
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Safran’s momentum
builds in multiple areas
by Guillaume Lecompte-Boinet
Safran Helicopter Engines arrived at HeliExpo with three engines on the cusp of
certification, new digital services designed
to boost predictive maintenance, and a
push toward hybrid-electric development.
Formerly Turbomeca, the French helicopter turbine maker has two of its newest products at Booth C4023, the Arrano
1A, which powers the Airbus Helicopters
H160, and the Aneto 1K, which equips the
Leonardo AW189K, a variant of the AW189
super-medium twin. Those two engines,
and also the Ardiden 1U, which powers
the Indian HAL Light Utility Helicopter, are expected to be certified this year,
Franck Saudo, CEO of Safran Helicopter
Engines, told AIN.
Additionally, the engine maker is
showing some existing engines, including its bestselling Arriel, with more than
13,000 units sold in 150 countries, and the
Ardiden 3.
Safran Helicopter Engines had a solid
2018 as production increased 16 percent (820 engines delivered) while the

overall market remained flat, the company reported. “It means we took market share from our competitors, as much
on the single-turbine segment as on the
twin-turbine segment,” explained Saudo.
Safran said the worldwide market share
of its engine lines (excluding U.S. and
Russian military helicopters) grew from
32 percent in 2017 to 37 percent in 2018.
Led by the military market, the heavy
helicopter market has been dynamic,
helping to compensate for the still weak
oil-and-gas market, the company said.
Geographically speaking, Safran encountered its main growth in emerging markets like India, China, and generally in
Asia. This year, Saudo still forecasts
growth but at “a lower rhythm.”
In addition, the engine maker is highlighting the latest evolutions of its health
monitoring solutions for predictive maintenance and a new version of its customer
online portal that enables customization.
To improve the dispatch and availability rates of its engines, Safran Helicopter

Engines
launched
a number of
Aneto
new digital services in 2018, including e-documentation,
e-spares, a health monitoring solution, and
online shared endoscopic images to help
make the right repair at the right moment.
Saudo said the idea is to use a predictive
MRO approach to transform unscheduled
issues into scheduled repairs.
Today, around 1,700 engines are covered by those new services out of a total
of 18,000 installed engines globally. Next
April, the engine maker will also open
its new MRO center in Tarnos (South of
France), where the company has invested
€50 million ($56.5 million). This facility
will be equipped with all the newest digital and mechanical technologies, aiming to
improve deadlines and quality.
Hybrid-electric engines will also be one
of the focuses for 2019. Safran, which has
been investing in the technology for years,

announced the first application of this
system with the Bell Nexus, at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas on
January 7. The manufacturer will provide
the entire power system, comprising the
turbine and the electrical generator. The
propulsion solution of this multi-rotor
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft will be
capable of producing more than 600 kilowatts. During ground tests last June, the
system produced 100 kilowatts and further
tests will be carried out next year.
“Our goal is to fly at the beginning of
2021,” explained Saudo. The first demonstrator will carry an Arriel turbine while
the final Nexus—which could enter service by 2025—will be equipped with a new
turbine specially designed for the Bell
Nexus. The Hybrid-Electric Propulsion
System (HEPS) is the result of a close collaboration between several subsidiaries of
Safran, comprising Helicopter Engines,
Safran Electrical & Power (ex-Labinal),
and Safran Power Units. Safran has set
a goal of becoming the market leader in
HEPS technology by 2025.
Safran also partnered with Zunum
Aero, a Seattle-area pioneer in electric
aviation. Founded in 2013, Zunum Aero is
funded by Boeing, JetBlue, and the State
of Washington. The U.S. start-up selected
Safran’s Ardiden 3Z last October for its
hybrid-to-electric commercial aircraft.n
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While you are there, learn how you can
receive daily news about the business
aviation and rotorcraft industry!

Metro Aviation acquires
‘nimble’ Guardian Mobility
by Mark Huber
Metro Aviation (Booth C1023) has purchased Ottawa, Ontario-based Guardian
Mobility, a provider of global tracking,
voice and data communications, flight data
monitoring (FDM), and analytics services.
This is the second acquisition of this type
by Metro—it previously purchased Outerlink Global Solutions in 2014 and has continued to develop its technology under the
Iris brand, offering near real-time tracking,
push-to-talk communication, FDM with
voice and video, immediate alerts and warnings, and analytics.
Guardian’s G4 product provides global,
real-time user tracking and two-way messaging in a single device equipped with
automatic flight following (AFF) and additional telemetry unit (ATU). Metro said
buying Guardian will give it access to portable products that fill gaps in its current
Outerlink product line, as well as the benefits associated with Guardian’s status as
an Iridium value-added reseller.
Metro CEO Mike Stanberry told AIN that
the acquisition “was very complimentary
for us. Guardian has a huge Canadian and
overseas presence, which we do not have.
It has a lot of fixed-wing clients while our
efforts are primarily in rotorcraft. And it is
on a strong upward trajectory for acquiring
new business, and our Outerlink lacked
a good carry-on device and Guardian has
really hung their hat on that.”
Stanberry said he saw Guardian customers as eventual potential step-up
clientele for Outerlink systems services and equipment. “As the industry
becomes more safety-oriented, operators
might start out with a Guardian carry-on

device, but might move into an Outerlink
system as a way to further develop FDM,
and flight operations quality assurance
(FOQA) programs,” he noted.
Guardian systems are currently
installed in 1,500 aircraft in 22 countries
worldwide, in addition to an unspecified
number of military aircraft through the
USAF Foreign Military Sales program,
including that with the Iraqi Air Force.
Stephane Momy, Guardian COO, told
AIN that the key to the company’s success to date is taking complex technology
and making the user experience easy. “We
make it simple for the customer. Our plugand-play G4 system attaches to an aircraft’s
glare screen. It’s portable and provides
tracking and two-way communications with

two-way messaging to and from the aircraft.
“It comes in two versions. One comes
with a normal antenna, the other with a
small patch antenna that can be placed
on the glare screen. Our G4MX product is a single box solution that meets
all the U.S. Forest Service firefighting
requirements for tank and water bucket
reporting information. You don’t need to
reconfigure the box from tank to bucket
every time you change it.”
Momy said the incentive to being
acquired by Metro was that “we wanted
to go from being a small, nimble shop
to being a small, nimble shop with more
capital backing and more opportunities
and access to more markets.” He also said
Guardian’s billing system will allow Metro’s customers to buy “buckets” of data
and spread it around their fleet as opposed
to facing heavy overage charges when
individual helicopters face data-intensive
usage situations, as in during fire seasons.
Metro’s Stanberry said the need for
practical, faster data solutions is only
going to increase. Referring to Outerlink’s

Using FDM, such as that provided by Guardian Mobility, Metro Aviation was able to decrease
the number of improper engine shutdowns and hot starts on its EC145s.

Iris system, he said, “You can hire the best
people and educate them. You can put
them in the finest equipment with the
best safety management system. But how
do you know when they get in the aircraft
that the aircraft is being operated in a manner intended by the OEM, consistent with
federal aviation regulations, and company
policy? You don’t know. You know after the
fact. That’s the reason for Iris.”
Outerlink developed the system that
transmits Iris data in partnership with Viasat. “They’ve been a phenomenal partner,”
said Ron Rucker, director of Metro’s technical services group. “Our goal is to make
FDM more attainable for everybody.”
FDM is already paying big dividends
when it comes to Metro’s own fleet of 140
helicopters, Stanberry said. “Looking at
our own data, I discovered that only 13
percent of our pilots were doing engine
shutdowns correctly on our helicopters
equipped with Safran engines.”
Stanberry and Rucker said this can
have expensive consequences as allowing
these engines to cool down longer than
two minutes during shutdown can boil the
oil, potentially causing carbonization in
the oil lines and potentially causing accidents. After a look at its own FDM data,
Metro reemphasized proper shutdown
procedure with the result that “there was
a substantial drop in the percentage of
people doing it wrong,” Stanberry said.
The other area where FDM data has saved
Metro substantial sums is when it comes to
mitigating maintenance costs related to hot
starts on EC145s, where a time/temperature
exceedance can trigger an engine teardown
with related costs of between $300,000 and
$400,000. Over the last 12 months, using
FDM data visually verified by boroscope
inspection, Metro has avoided at least two
teardowns based on FDM data taken during
hot starts. “Safran was blown away at the
amount of data we had recovered at 100
Hertz a second,” Stanberry said.
n

Liberty Hall hooks cargo-handling supplier Onboard Systems
Liberty Hall Capital Partners acquired
external cargo handling equipment provider Onboard Systems in a bid to bolster
its aerospace and defense investments,
the South Carolina-based private equity
firm announced on the eve of Heli-Expo
2019. Onboard (Booth B5409) fits within
Liberty Hall’s plans to build up a portfolio of niche suppliers of products in aerospace original equipment and aftermarket
segments.
“With a 40-year history, Onboard Systems
has been recognized as the top provider of
helicopter external cargo equipment worldwide through its continuous development
and introduction of new, high-performing,
proprietary products,” Liberty Hall founder
and managing partner Rowan Taylor said.
Liberty Hall did not disclose financial terms
of the acquisition.

Onboard, based in Vancouver, Washington, provides cargo equipment for civil and
military helicopters. Its products—cargo
hook suspension systems, cargo hooks,
onboard weighing systems, and remote
equipment—are on more than 30 helicopter
models used by more than 1,000 OEM and
aftermarket customers.
The supplier’s management team, led
by president Jason Lemmon, will remain in
their positions and together hold a “significant” equity position in Onboard. Lemmon
said Liberty Hall’s knowledge of the global
aerospace industry makes it “an ideal partner for Onboard Systems as we look to execute on our vision and strategy for the next
stage of our growth.”
Onboard is Liberty Hall’s sixth aerospace deal since 2013. Its first one was the
establishment of Tier II supplier Accurus

Aerospace of Tulsa, Oklahoma, followed
by its February 2016 acquisition of AIM
Aerospace, a Renton, Washington-based
designer and manufacturer of advanced
composite structures, systems, and engine
components. In March 2016, Liberty bought
Bromford Industries of Birmingham, UK, a
supplier of complex and close-tolerance
engine components and assemblies. About
a year later, it acquired another Birmingham-based company—Dunlop Aircraft
Tyres, which designs, manufactures, and
retreads aircraft tires. And four months
ago it acquired Colorado-based flight operations software provider Aircraft Performance Group.
Liberty Hall has $2.5 billion in equity
capital in more than 25 companies, which
include defense businesses and complementary industrial end markets.
J.S.
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NEWS note
Urban air mobility (UAM) vehicles will
“transform what airplanes look like”
within the next five to 10 years, according to Richard Anderson, the director
of the Eagle Flight Research Center at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
(Booth C4623). “Airplanes are not going
to look like they’ve looked for the past
115 years,” he predicted.
Anderson sees hybrid-electric propulsion as the most promising power
solution for UAMs in the near-term due
to their safety and weight advantages
over pure battery technology, while artificial intelligence or machine learning
could provide vehicle stability solutions.
Anderson predicts the vehicles initially
would be used for cargo delivery until
passengers become more comfortable
with the concept.
T
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Sikorsky unveils
new S-92 variants

HAI

regardless of weather situations offshore.”
SuperSearch, on the other hand, uses
advanced algorithms designed by Sikorsky
Innovations Group to fly an automated
search pattern. “In simulations, it has been
finding and locating objects 50 percent
faster than traditional search patterns,”
Martin said. Both variants also will have
SAR automated flight control systems and
a newly designed interior that will be common to SAR, offshore, and utility operations.
Also included with the new variants is
a Phase IV gearbox constructed of aluminum, which Martin said is stronger and
more resistant to corrosion than the magnesium gearboxes found on the original
S-92s. It will also include manufacturing
improvements to the internal mechanics
that are expected to reduce unscheduled
removals by up to 70 percent. “So those
are big drivers in the operating costs of
the S-92 that we’re going to be able to
reduce or eliminate,” Martin said.
The new gearbox also has a redesigned
lubrication system. In FAA-witnessed
testing of the new gearbox for loss of primary lubrication, the gearbox was operated for 500 nm at 80 knots and had no
noted anomalies after tear down. Finally,
the new gearbox’s overhaul cycle and
case retirement life now match, “allowing,
again, another cost reduction in the operating cost of the aircraft,” Martin said.
Meanwhile, the optional GE Aviation
CT7-8A6 for the A+ and B variants will
produce more power at high altitudes and
hotter temperatures than the standard
CT7-8A. The -8A6 was developed for the
VH-92A, the S-92 variant that will be flown
by the U.S. Marine Corps for Presidential

transport starting later next year. The
VH-92A has been flying with the CT7-8A6
since July 2017.
Sikorsky isn’t disclosing a price for the
A+ upgrades or the new-production B
model, though it said the latter is expected
to be below historical S-92 prices. The
company currently plans initial availability of the variants for 2022. “Sikorsky has
significantly invested to bring these capabilities into production, but will let market
interest determine the pace of remaining
internal research and development spending,” it added. Concurrent with the rollout
of the variants, Sikorsky will introduce an
updated Total Assurance Program (TAP)
that it said will reflect “a targeted economic improvement.”
Martin said it was time for an update
of the S-92, of which Sikorsky has delivered more than 300 since the model’s first
delivery in 2004 to PHI.
Of that total, about two-thirds are
dedicated to offshore operations, while
another 40 are primarily SAR with some
use as offshore transportation, he said.
The helicopter also has a “pretty robust
segment” as head-of-state aircraft. “One
of the things you’re going to see from us at
HAI [Heli-Expo] is a focus going forward
on the utility market as well,” Martin said.
“We think the aircraft has a unique capability with a rear ramp and standup cabin
for a utility segment.” He defined the utility segment as the transport of cargo, people, and assets into remote environments.
Martin said despite the oil and gas
industry downturn that began in 2014,
utilization of the S-92 offshore fleet has
remained “relatively stable and flat.”
Last year the S-92 saw 7 percent growth
in fleet flight hours in the offshore segment, he added. “Sikorsky’s kind of kept
their powder dry and trusted in the S-92.
But we think now is the right time to
bring these to market.”
n

Military veterans can contact the VA to learn what new FSI courses are available.

FlightSafety expands
course offerings for vets
by R. Randall Padfield
FlightSafety International (FSI, Booth
B1417) continues to expand the number of
courses—now 259 at 12 learning centers in
the U.S.—that are approved for education
benefits by the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA). Expected to soon be VA-approved in the next few months is training for the Airbus Helicopters AS350B3,
EC130T2, and EC135, as well as the Bell
407GXP, at FSI’s Denver learning center.
The approved courses are available to
veterans who want to pursue a career as a
professional pilot or for initial or recurrent
training for experienced pilots under many
VA programs. National Guard members,
reservists, and active duty military might
also qualify for substantial assistance for
FlightSafety training. Military personnel
interested in such training should apply to
the VA for a Certificate of Eligibility to find

out what programs are available to them.
In other news at FSI, the company’s
Denver location now offers FAA-approved
Part 142 initial, recurrent, and prior-experience courses and night-vision courses
for the Airbus EC130T2. Additional new
programs there include the AS350T2 initial and AS350B2 differences training to
the AS350B2 and AS350B3e/H125.
In the works at FlightSafety is an
Advanced Energy Management—Rotorcraft Course, an addition to its Master Aviator program for helicopter pilots. “Master
Aviator sets the standard for pilot achievement and recognition, enabling pilots to
develop a deeper knowledge of the helicopter they fly, as well as a safe and correct
response to a broad range of demanding,
unexpected situations,” said Steve Gross,
senior v-p of FSI’s commercial division.
Pilots can obtain the FSI Master Aviator
distinction by completing all advance aircraft-specific core courses and a choice of
four electives. At least one FSI initial or
recurrent training event must be completed every eight months. One-day core
courses now include advanced energy
management—rotorcraft, advanced helicopter crew resource management, and
advanced helicopter surviving inadvertent
instrument meteorological conditions.
Separately, FSI and Metro Aviation
are celebrating five years of delivering
training for single- and multi-engine helicopters in Shreveport, Louisiana. Mike
Stanberry, president and CEO of Metro
Aviation, was instrumental in the development of the first EC135 level-D flight simulator to be installed in North America for
commercial operations.
“This has been an exceptional and
unusual partnership,” Stanberry said.
“This is the first time FlightSafety has
partnered with an operator on this type
of venture and I have always appreciated
the fact that they joined forces with us to
Operated by Metro Aviation, “Children’s One” is an Airbus EC145. In service with Children’s Health Care of Atlanta since 2016, it has been char- bring full-motion level-D simulators to our
acterized as a “flying ICU” and completes some 5,000 pediatric and neonatal transport missions per year.
industry that did not previously exist.” n

Atlanta-based ‘Children’s One’ touches down for Heli-Expo
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Join over 25,000 industry professionals for the most important three days of business aviation,
with 1,100 exhibitors, 2 static displays of aircraft – one inside the exhibit hall and the other outside
at Henderson Executive Airport, and more than 50 education opportunities. Save the date and visit
the NBAA-BACE website to learn more.
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Salute to Excellence
Each year during Heli-Expo, HAI’s Salute to Excellence Awards recognize individuals and organizations who
achieve incredible feats while supporting their local communities and the helicopter industry as a whole

ANDREAS HERMANSKY
Appareo Pilot of the Year Award
Andreas Hermansky, a pilot for Temsco
Helicopters, spent the first half of last
August conducting a series of demanding operations, carefully planned to
avoid harsh weather, to assist national
park rangers and investigators in the
difficult task of locating the wreckage
and the five passengers killed in a flightseeing tour in Alaska’s Denali National
Park. His service and professionalism
during the multiple missions led to his
selection as the Appareo Pilot of the
Year Award recipient.

To be presented during the HAI’s
Salute to Excellence Awards luncheon
March 6, the Pilot of the Year honor recognizes “an outstanding single feat performed by a helicopter pilot during the
year or extraordinary professionalism
over a period of time.”
The de Havilland Beaver crashed on
August 4, 2018, 14 miles southwest of
the Denali summit at an elevation of
11,000 feet. A pilot from the airplane
called for help, saying some survivors
had serious injuries.

Hermansky coordinated a flight for
mountaineering rangers in the park’s
helicopter but cloud cover obscured the
wreckage. Over the next couple of days,
rain, snow, cloud cover, and wind hampered National Park Service (NPS) rescue efforts. However, Hermansky flew
several reconnaissance flights to the area,
and on August 6, he managed a short-haul
mission with an NPS ranger tethered to
a rope below the helicopter to access the
site. He was able to hover over the scene
for just five minutes because weather

DEWITTE BINKLEY
Bell Lifetime Achievement Award
DeWitte Binkley, the general manager
of SureFlight whose aviation career has
spanned more than 40 years, will be honored during Heli-Expo’s Salute to Excellence
Award luncheon on March 6 with the Bell
Lifetime Achievement Award. The award
recognizes long and significant service to
the international helicopter community.
Binkley was SureFlight’s first employee in
2009 and has steered the business from a
paint shop with 3,600 sq ft to one that spans
34,000 sq ft and is a certified repair station
that also handles avionics and interiors.
His success at SureFlight builds on a
career that began as an aircraft painter in
1977 with Atlantic Aviation in Wilmington,
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Delaware. He eventually joined AgustaWestland’s helicopter paint facility in Philadelphia, working with maintenance manager
Mario Ceriani to design and mock-up the
first Agusta A109 test aircraft. Binkley handcarved that first mock-up. He later joined
Keystone Helicopter, managing the paint
shop for 23 years and continuing in that role
after Sikorsky acquired Keystone.
Rampmaster founder Robert Watkins
sought Binkley’s consultation in 2008 to assist
with the opening of a new paint shop, SureFlight. A year later Binkley was on board as
the venture opened.
He is credited with carefully assembling
a team that shares his passion for ensuring

conditions were deteriorating. But that
was long enough for the ranger to view
the wreckage and make the grim discovery that there were no survivors.
The badly damaged aircraft was in
a precarious location, making safe
recovery of both the wreckage and the
deceased difficult. By August 10, the
weather cleared enough to enable Hermansky to conduct an operation for further wreckage evaluation. HAI described
the flight as one of “unprecedented
duration and difficulty,” including 40
minutes of hover time and 51 minutes
total on scene with a ranger connected
from a 200-foot line to safeguard him
from the unstable terrain.
He repositioned multiple times for the
ranger to find and assess the feasibility
of recovering remains and the aircraft.
HAI said that Hermansky’s nomination
had highlighted his “exceptional flying
ability and his ability to work in concert
with the ranger team to accomplish critical missions.”
The Austria-born pilot had a law
enforcement background when he
immigrated to the U.S. in 2000. He
became a flight instructor in California
before Temsco hired him to fly tours in
Alaska. Hermansky took on emergency
medical and search-and-rescue roles in
the high-altitude Alaska Range in 2010
when he began working with the Denali
National Park and Preserve mountaineering staff as the pilot for the park’s
AStar B3e helicopter. He regularly flies
short-haul and rescue missions up to
20,000 feet, amassing more than 2,600
of his 8,000 flight hours within Denali
National Park and completing nearly
300 SAR missions in national parks
across Alaska.

customers are happy with the investment
they made in their aircraft. “Although DeWitte
has high expectations for quality and detail, he
never asks more of the employees he works
with than he asks of himself. He treats everyone with respect and as valuable members of
the team. That respect comes back to him in
the form of some of the most talented, dedicated, and hardest-working people in aviation,”
HAI said of his nomination.
In addition to his dedication to his work,
Binkley is active in charitable work, donating time and materials for painting and restoration of equipment for the Chester County
Sheriff’s Department, including squad cars, a
SWAT Hummer, and an emergency response
trailer. He also helped in the development
of the American Helicopter Museum in West
Chester, Pennsylvania. 

TJ HALL
R-R Top Helo Mx Award
From a young enlisted helicopter mechanic
and crew chief in the Marine Corps during
the Vietnam War to now an airbase lead
mechanic for Air Methods, Thomas “TJ”
Hall will be recognized for his nearly 50
years of service as the 2019 recipient of
the Rolls-Royce Excellence in Helicopter Maintenance Award. To be presented
during HAI’s Salute to Excellence Awards
luncheon on March 6, the award recognizes long-standing excellence in helicopter maintenance, maintenance instruction,
or supervision, or a single significant contribution to helicopter maintenance.

Following 12 years in the U.S. Marines
that involved multiple overseas deployments, Hall joined the civil side of helicopter maintenance, obtaining an A&P license
and working for Burnside-Ott as a contractor at Naval Air Station Whiting Field.
He shifted into the petroleum industry, taking a job with ERA Helicopters in
Louisiana. In 1992 Hall moved into the
air ambulance field with Air Methods and
has been there ever since.
During his nearly 30-year career with Air
Methods, Hall has served as lead mechanic
at three different bases and has served as
program aviation manager and Southeastern regional area maintenance manager. But
after a decade of program and maintenance
management, he wanted to return to “the
line,” serving as a traveling relief mechanic
before becoming base lead mechanic.
HAI credited Hall’s insight both as
a mechanic and a leader as having “a
tremendously positive effect on Air
Methods programs,” and noted his
willingness to help out when needed.
Most recently, Hall volunteered as
a mechanic for the FEMA recovery
during Hurricane Florence.

CH-53, during his 29 years as an instructor. After spending 22 years with the U.S.
Marine Corps, he joined Bell initially as
a V-22 pilot ground instructor, moving to
positions of increasing responsibility.
Bell colleagues described Wright as a
“gifted leader, helicopter pilot, and flight
instructor with the innate ability to articulate subtle and complex helicopter aerodynamics and relate them to his students
in an easy fashion.”
MARTY WRIGHT
Along with his oversight of training
W.A. “Dub” Blessing Perot Flight
activities at Bell, he has published a numInstructor Award
ber of articles on autorotations and has
been a supporting instructor for the FAA
Bell Training Academy’s chief flight “Autorotations: Reality Exposed” preseninstructor, Marty Wright, not only over- tation given at HAI.
sees the company’s training center but also
He further coordinated Bell’s Hurhas become an industry expert on auto- ricane Katrina relief efforts, provided
rotation and has assisted in relief efforts. assistance to the US. Park Police with an
For all of these reasons, HAI is honoring F-16 crash, and has assisted in the filming
Wright with its 2019 W.A. “Dub” Blessing of the Discovery Channel’s “Belly of the
Flight Instructor of the Year Award.
Beast” helicopters series.
Sponsored by H. Ross Perot and the
Perot family, the Flight Instructor of the
Year Award recognizes “superlative contributions by a helicopter flight instructor
in upholding high standards of excellence.”
The award will be presented at HAI’s Salute
to Excellence Awards luncheon on March 6
during Heli-Expo in Atlanta.
Wright is directly responsible for the
training, standardization, and mentoring
of the 34 instructors at the Bell Training
Academy. He is the chief flight instructor
and serves as the training center evaluator
for the FAA-approved 142 Bell Helicopter
Training Center. Further, he plays a key role
in ensuring FAA, EASA, and ANAC certification for the Bell Part 142 training center.
Wright has logged more than 7,800
hours of flight instruction in six different Bell aircraft, as well as in the Sikorsky

CHRIS SHARPE
BLR Aerospace Excellence in Safety Award
With the British Royal Navy for nearly two operator Helicópteros de Guatemala
decades, Chris Sharpe was able to tap into
and medical and emergency transport
his considerable expertise as a combat services provider SOS Servicios Médiflight paramedic and search-and-rescue cos. The two companies jointly created
crewman as he expanded air medical ser- the HeliSOS project, a licensed and
vices in Guatemala to include licensed accredited helicopter air ambulance and
advanced cardiac life support. The Heli- rescue service. Under Sharpe, HeliSOS’s
SOS project manager for Guatemala and helicopter became the first fully licensed
HAI’s selection as the 2019 recipient of its
advanced cardiac life-support air ambuBLR Aerospace Excellence in Safety Award, lance in Guatemala.
Sharpe helped develop safety standards
He gives his time, and often his own
that are in place with the operation now money, to train and educate others, develand have been presented to Guatemalan oping aircrew survival courses for the
authorities. And, he is continuing to use
anti-narcotics and anti-terrorist units of the
those skills as he works to train pilots and Guatemalan Air Force. Sharpe also looked
build enthusiasm for the future generation. to the future generation, introducing a heliHAI will present the BLR Aerospace copter air ambulance to the Guatemala City
Excellence in Safety award, which recog- pre-K through 12 school Colegio Maya.
nizes “outstanding contributions in the
Helping to support HeliSOS, Sharpe
promotion of safety and safety awareness
donates profits from his venture, Black
throughout the international helicopter Wolf Helicopter Special Operations,
community,” during its Salute to Excel- which provides training and operational
lence awards program on March 6.
support to government and military heliThroughout his nearly 30-year military copter special ops units, as well as charter
and civilian career, Sharpe has accrued and adventure flights.
15,000 flight hours and conducted 6,000
“Chris does not teach with an air of
rescues. The UK native spent 18 years in
superiority but with a spirit of collabothe Royal Navy before moving into the ration and sharing,” his nomination said.
civilian side in 2010.
“His commitment to raising industry stanHis work extended to Guatemala in dards for safety, training, and patient care
early 2015 when he took the roles of chief is above and beyond an employer manaircrewman, search-and-rescue special- date. It demonstrates a personal passion
ist, and flight paramedic for helicopter worthy of recognition.”

OLIVER JOHNSON
Lightspeed Comm Award
Vertical magazine editor-in-chief Oliver
Johnson is this year’s selection for the
Lightspeed Aviation Excellence in Communications Award. Part of HAI’s Salute
to Excellence program, the award recognizes an individual or organization
for creative and distinct dissemination
of helicopter industry information.
The award will be presented to Johnson during HAI’s Salute to Excellence
Awards luncheon on March 6.
HAI credited Johnson for tireless
behind-the-scenes work to pull each
issue of the magazine together, guiding
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editorial contributions through every
stage of the writing process. Noting
Vertical often has contributions from
industry experts who do not necessarily
have a journalism background, HAI said
he ensures the expertise and passion
shines through in well-crafted prose.
Along with his behind-the-scenes work,
HAI cited Johnson’s own numerous
editorial contributions to the magazine,
pointing in particular to a significant
crash story he developed last year after
combing through a 175-page report.
Johnson has served with the Vertical
family since 2012, after holding reporting
and editing roles in the areas of home
building/renovation and sports.
n
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Honeywell revises
its five-year outlook

In North America, where 40 percent of the
world’s helicopter fleet resides, 20 percent
of the survey respondents said their fleet
utilization would increase in the next 12
months. This is higher than the outlook’s
global rate of 14 percent. Honeywell said
purchase plans in North America rose 5
percent from last year, and that 18 percent

80%

of respondents plan to replace or expand
their fleet with a new helicopter in the next
five years. Most of those purchases—65
percent—will be of light-single helicopters. Twenty-two percent of purchases in
North America will be of intermediate and
medium twins, the outlook said.
The Middle East and Africa boasted
the second-highest rate of new purchase
plans in this year’s outlook and were
also up 5 percent from last year’s forecast, Honeywell said. Fifteen percent of
owners and operators planned to buy at
least one new helicopter for fleet expansion or replacement. Of those planning
a purchase in these regions, nearly 70
percent expected it to be a medium-twin
model. Light-single helicopters were the
second-most mentioned category for
new purchases.
But purchase plans in Latin America fell
26 percent from last year’s outlook, Honeywell said. Only 9 percent of operators

10%
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30%
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51%
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4,000 new turbine powered helicopter deliveries from 2019-2023
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Medical Services/
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Dual-use or multi-purpose aircraft allocated to primary usage category

Light Single
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Law enforcement projections are higher, while corporate
projections are lower from a year ago.

Light single-engine helicopters will
account for most new purchases during
the five-year period, accounting for an
estimated 51 percent, followed by medium
twins, 31 percent; light twins, 13 percent;
and heavy twins, 5 percent. Purchase plans
call for light and medium-twin helicopters
to account for a greater share of deliveries
than in Honeywell’s 2014 to 2018 forecast
period. According to the outlook, the topthree factors that operators consider when
purchasing a new helicopter are brand
experience, aircraft performance, and
cabin size.
Helicopter use is projected to be higher
among law enforcement and oil-and-gas
operators over the next five years, the outlook said, and lower among corporate users.
Regionally, purchase plans by operators
in North America, as well as the Middle
East and Africa, are expected to be higher
over the next five years. However, purchase
plans dropped sharply in Latin America
and are modestly lower in both Europe
and Asia-Pacific, according to the outlook.
“Despite positive impacts of U.S. tax reform
on new helicopter purchase plans in North
America, an inconsistent economic outlook
for international markets has resulted in
lower purchase plans worldwide from fleet
managers when compared with a year ago,”
said Honeywell Americas aftermarket president Heath Patrick.

Regional Disparity

HAI

Planned Usage for New Helicopters

continued from page 1
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CHARTS HONEYWELL

there expect to replace or add a new helicopter in the survey period, compared
with 35 percent in last year’s forecast.
Those downgraded plans were driven
in part by expectations from operators
in countries such as Brazil, where only 5
percent expected to replace or add a new
helicopter. That is a reflection of higher
political tensions in the country, as well
as lower expectations for long-term economic growth, Honeywell said. Among
those operators who plan to acquire a
new helicopter in Latin America, about
70 percent favor light singles, a 20 percent
increase from last year’s outlook.
Also lower from last year’s outlook were
purchase plans in Europe, where nearly 15
percent of respondents expected to add to
or replace helicopters in the next five years,
down from 22 percent last year. About 30
percent of European operators planned
to buy intermediate and medium-twin
helicopters, while 25 percent favored light
singles, which is down from 37 percent in
the 2018 outlook. Honeywell noted that its
sample of responses from Russian operators continues to be small, adding “some
uncertainty to the overall European results.”
Fewer operators in the Asia-Pacific
region plan for new helicopters as well.
Nearly 13 percent were planning for a
replacement or fleet addition between
now and 2023. That’s down 5 percent
from the 2018 outlook. Despite the
regional drop, demand in China is stable
with plans to add or replace 21 percent of
the country’s fleet while new helicopter
acquisition plans were up 10 percent in
India. The region’s favored helicopter
classes are split between light single and
medium twins, with each class representing 30 percent of purchase plans, Honeywell said.
Despite the regional imbalances, the
overall outlook is positive, Honeywell Aerospace senior manager of market research
Gaetan Handfield told AIN. “It’s a healthy
outlook,” he said.
J.S.
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